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FOREWORD
The nationwide trend to expand higher education enrollments, facilities and resources - a phenomenon of the 1950's,
1960's and 1970 1 s - is now veering in a different direction.
Prairie View A&M University, instead of coping with problems
of tremendous growth, will be faced •in the coming years with
such complexities as civil rights, accountability, rising
inflation, reducing expenditures, and relevant curriculums.
The University will also need to design, develop and implement new technological delivery systems that will deal with
extending post-secondary educational opportunities to adults
of all ages.

These new directions in higher education will

require Prairie View A&M University to do more careful planning and coordination than were needed during the past decades.
In 1967, the Board of Regents of Prairie View A&M
University asked the University to develop a plan which would
insure that Prairie View A&M University would emerge as a
first-class, unique and distinct institution.
In 1968, the Board of Regents commissioned the University to do a long range development plan.

This long range

development plan would be a ten-year road map concluding at
the point in which the University reached its 100th birthday
or centennial year.

A comprehensive study of the University

was conducted in 1968 and 1969.

This study resulted in a

publication entitled, "A Development Plan 1970-1980 for

Prairie View A&M University."

This development plan was

transmitted to the Board of Regents and accepted as a road map
for Prairie View A&M University during the decades of the ?O's.
Recommendations were made to the Board in relationship to the
Mission of the University, Goals for 1970-80, Organization and

Administration of the University, Academic Programs, Research,
Continuing Education, the Faculty, the Students, the Physical
Plant, and Finance.
Remarkably and excitingly, almost 90 percent of the
goals established in 1968 · were achieved during the decade of
the 70's.

The end of the 70's saw Prairie View A&M University

celebrate· its Centennial Year in 1978.

The Centennial Year

did not signal only the end of a century, it also signaled
the beginning of a new century, a new period in the life of
Prairie View A&M University.
It was recognized at this point that the development
plan set for 1970-80 would come to an end and a new development plan was needed.

It was simultaneously recognized in 1978

that Prairie View A&M University would also be eligible for a
reaffirmation visit by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools in 1980.

Fortunately, the Southern Association

of Secondary Schools and Colleges had embarked on a unique
and innovative approach to reaffi~ation visits; namely, the
non-traditional self-study.
With great eagerness, Prairie View A~M Un i versity
applied to the Southern Association of Secondary Schools and
Colleges for approval to do a non-traditional self-study, and
this approval was granted.
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The Prairie View A&M University non-traditional
self-study represents the first phase of the most comprehensive in-depth, self-study ever undertaken by the University.
The overall intent of the self-study is to lay a foundation
for a definitive and defensible plan for the development of
the University during the period 1980-1999.

This study also

represents a continuation of the 1970-80 study.

Obviously, no

one can forecast twenty years ahead; especially in what is
truly a dynamic and rapidly changing society.
The non-traditional self-study, therefore, concentrates
on the period 1981-1987.

This period represents three bien-

nial periods in the life of Prairie View A&M University.

These

three periods also coincide with the three periods that the
Texas Legislature will be in session and will act on appropriations for Prairie View A&M University.
The Prairie View A&M University non-traditional selfstudy represents only one phase of a three phase program.
The first phase conducted in the non-traditional self-study
deals with giving the institution an opportunity to look
closely at its ent i re operation, determin e i t s present status,
consider impactors and assumptions, and project goals for
the future; namely, 1981-1987.

Due to the time limit, the

non-traditional self-study will be brought to a close at
this point and the presentation will be made to the Southern
Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges.
Phase Two begins immediately in terms of an institutional wide refinement of goals,

justifications of goals,

and establishments of University priorities in terms of
available resources, ability to pursue goals which will make
maximum impact, ability of the institution to achieve high
quality educational eminence, ability to share effectively in
a culturally pluralistic society, the impacts of civil rights
and racial integration; the ability to serve the students and
public, a meaningful and highly acceptable way to the students
and the public.
Once the goals are integrated, refined and priorities
established, the University will enter Phase Three of the
study in 1981.

~his phase will be the launching of a dynamic

and meaningful drive for acceptance of the goals for the
University by the Board of Regents, by the Texas Coordinating
Board, by the Texas Legislature, by the lay public and power
structure, by the alumni, by business, government, industry,
and by other constituents.
As Phase One of this long range development plan
effort comes to a conclusion with the visit of the Reaffirmation Team from the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools the University has already entered Phase Two, namely;
that of laying out a program for institutional refinement of
goal priorities, the weeding out of non-priorities and integrating the many faceted projections from the multitude of
administrative units into a smooth working, first quality
institution of higher education.
The purpose of this report is to present Phase I, the
non-traditional study, to the Southern Association of Secon-
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dary Schools and Colleges and to the visiting team.
Phase I, The Prairie View A&M University Long-Range
Development Plan as presented consists of twenty-one volumes.
These volumes cover all aspects of the University and are
listed as follows:
Volume 1:

The General University Report
-Introduction
-Legal Authority
-Historical Background
-Purpose and Role, Scope, Mission
-University Management Services
-Faculty and Staff
-Intra- and Inter- Institutional Cooperation
-Accreditation
-Evaluation

Volume 2:

College of Agriculture

Volume 3:

College of Arts and Sciences and
College of Business

Volume 4:

College of Education

Volume 5:

College of Engineering

Volume 6:

College of Home Economics

Volume 7:

College of Industrial Education and
Technology

Volume 8:

College of Nursing

Volume 9:

Graduate School, University Library,
and Learning Resources Center

Volume 10:

Registrar's Office and Admissions Office

Volume 11:

Cooperative Education, Career Education
and Placement, and Center for Learning
and Teaching Effectiveness

Volume 12:

Fiscal Affairs (I)
-Fiscal Affairs General
-University Exchange
-Financial Aids
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Volume 13:

Fiscal Affairs (II)
-Computing Center
-Athletics
-Laundry

Volume 14:

Physical Plant

Volume 15:

Research and Special Programs

Volume 16:

University Relations and
Philanthropic Development
-Public Affairs
-University Relations
-Image Building
-Public Information
-Office of Public Information
-News Service
-Alumni Relations
-Central Mailing
-Philanthropic Development

Volume 17:

Public Service and Continuing Education
-Public Service
-Continuing Education
-Community Affairs and Rural
Development
-Cooperative Extension Service
-Weekend College

Volume 18:

Student Affairs (I)
-Student Affairs General
-Senior Fellow-Junior Fellow Program
-Student Activities
-Counseling Services
-Dean of Men - Housing
-Dean of Women - Housing
-United Ministries
-Veterans Affairs

Volume 19:

Student Affairs (II)
-Alumni Hall
-Health Services
-Memorial Student Center
-Fire Department
-Campus Security

Volume 20:

Organization and Administration

Volume 21:

Social-Political-Economic Impactors
vi

Prairie View A&M University is indeed grateful to the
Southern Association of Se~ondary Schools and Colleges for
making ·the opportunity available to the University for a nontraditional self-study.

Students, faculty, alumni and admini-

stration praise this positive action by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools which represents one of the most significant events in the history of a great institution.
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
LONG-RANGE DEVELOPMENT PLAN, 1981-1987
I.

INTRODUCTION

This report is a presentation of the long-range
development plan of the College of Nursing.

Both the Pre-

Clinical and Clinical Studies areas of the College of Nursing
are presented in the report.
Goals for continued development and operation of academic affairs of the college are based on consideration of
the effect of a number of variables on the College of Nursing.
Some of these variables are increasing cost and decreasing
availability of energy, forecasts for changes in economic and
technological progress, shifts in population, racial and age
groups, changes in health care costs and system of delivery
and the related political environment of the state-supported
University during a decade of economically forced change.
This long-range development plan consists of a status
report and goals for the future.
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II.

LEGAL AUTHORITY

Legal authority for the College of Nursing is established through the University as described in the following
statements.
The Twenty-Second Legislature officially established
Prairie View Normal as a Land-Grant College in 1891.

Enact-

ments of various legislatures through the years changed the
original scope of the college and set the pattern for its
development and implementation of other programs such as
nursing.
In 1918, a two-year nursing program was added to the
curricula which already extended many fields, far removed
from the agricultural, mechanical, and normal concepts.

In

1928, the program was extended to a three-year diploma
program.
In the Prairie View State Normal and Industrial
College Bulletin of March, 1938 (Volume 29, No. 4, p. 18), a
change was made in the statement of purpose.

This revised

statement has remained essentially the same to the present.
Three separate and distinct functions of Prairie
View State College are clearly set forth in State and Federal acts for its establishment and support:
First - It is a College for the preparation
and training of teachers.
Second - It is a four-year college offering
liberal arts and scientific curricula.
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Third - It is a Land-Grant College of Texas
providing opportunities for training
in Agriculture, Home Economics, Engineering, and related branches of
learning.
In addition to the above, the institution offers such
training in Health Education as will provide the State with
professionally trained nurses while at the same time providing opportunity for observation and practice to newly graduated students of medical colleges.

1

The Fiftieth Legislature of the State of Texas through
an act signed by the Governor on February 27, 1947, "provides
that courses be offered in Agriculture, Mechanic Arts, Engineering, and the Natural Sciences connected therewith,
together with any other course authorized at Prairie View at
the time of the passage of this Act, all of which shall be
equivalent to those offered at the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas."

2

1 college Bulletin, Prairie View State Normal and
Industrial College, March, 1938, p. 18.
2 Report of the Centennial Council, Prairie View A&M
College, Prairie View, Texas, 1970, p. 14.
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III.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The Prairie View A&M University College of Nursing
evolved from a limited two-year curriculum in 1918 to the
broad state and nationally accredited baccalaureate program
it is today.

The history of the College of Nursing is imbued

with the humanistic tradition of service to mankind.

The

changes which have occurred in its instructional program and
physical facilities reflect this spirit.
gram was lengthened to three years.

In 1928, the pro-

The first "off-campus"

affiliation was begun two years later at the Jefferson Davis
Hospital in Houston, Texas.

The College of Nursing contin-

ued to grow, and by 1948 all of the clinical experiences,
except public health, were offered in the modern and wellequipped hospitals in the surrounding communities.
As the College of Nursing prospered, increased demands were placed on its program.

Consequently, in the

early fifties, the faculty began a series of self-studies
and surveys.

The purpose of these evaluations was to

explore ways by which the program could best prepare liberally educated nurses with a high level of professional
competency.

State accreditation of this program was granted

for a baccalaureate nursing program in 1952.
class of this program graduated in 1956.

The first

The curriculum

was revised in 1967 and in 1970, respectively, and has remained structurally unchanged since that time.
nursing program was discontinued in 1960.

The diploma
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The College of Nursing's Clinical Program was relocated to Houston, Texas in 1968.

This reorganization

improved the coordination of clinical experiences for students in the professional phase of the instructional program.
In 1973, the College of Nursing at Houston expanded
its physical facilities by moving to a high rise building in
which the College of Nursing occupied over 13,000 square
feet of space.
One of the highlights in the history of the College
of Nur~ing has been the accreditation of its nursing program
by the National League for Nursing in 1973.
Presently, clinical learning experiences are provided
by the health complexes in the Houston Medical Center,
Harris County Hospital District, the Harris County Health
Department, Houston City Health Department, and the Veterans
Administration Hospital.
As a state agency the University has been traditionally funded primarily by the state legislature with occasional grants awarded for special projects by private
foundations and federal agencies.
Key personnel lineage in the College of Nursing since
1950 include the following individuals by title and years
served.
1950-53
Dr. C. F. Calloway, M.D.
Director, Division of Nursing Education and
Resident Physician
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1953-54
Miss Wilmoth Loper, R.N., M.S.N.E.
Dean, Division of Nursing Education
1954-1960
Mrs. Maida S. Brannon, R.N., M.S.
Director, Division of Nursing Education
1960-69
Mrs. Rose E. Hynes, R.N., M.S.
Director, Division of Nursing Service
Dean, School of Nursing
1969-Present
Dr. Jewellean Mangaroo, R.N., M.S., Ph.D.
Dean, College of Nursing
Program Development
The purpose and philosophy of the University, as well
as, the College of Nursing, are in pulse with pressures from
society, background of students, and new trends in education
in the development and implementation of curricular revisions.
History of Curriculum Changes
During the period of 1966 to 1968, a special effort
was made to improve the curriculum in the School of Nursing.
In the Spring of 1967, the faculty completed their review
and revisions of the curriculum.

The deletion of Spanish,

Physical Education, Philosophy, Introduction to Research in
Nursing, and the combining of courses in Public Health in a
curriculum of 135 semester hours.
In 1969, the School of Nursing at Prairie View
A.

&

M. College shared with other schools of nursing the

experience of searching for more effective ways of preparing
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better qualified nurses.

After extensive dialogue and

introspection among the faculty and the student body, it
was decided that the curriculum should be revised to focus
on individualized nursing care.

This is not to imply that

patients have been neglected in nursing curricula; rather,
it recognizes that the major focus in basic and graduate
programs traditionally has been placed on such matters as
disease conditions, systems of the body, and on the setting
within which care was given.
The faculty began a study of the curriculum in the
Fall of 1969.

Curriculum change was initiated as a result

of recognition of problem-areas with which the faculty and
students were concerned.

While planning for the total aca-

demic program in nursing, which required much attention on
the part of the faculty, the area of greatest concern has
been the selection sequence, and organization of nursing
content, within the total curriculum.
In addition to special reports and studies by individuals and groups within the School of Nursing, new trends
in nursing education, and recommendations from the State
Board of Nurse Examiners, one special study gave impetus to
the initiation of curriculum change.

The Citizens' Study

Committee of the Centennial Council, composed of interested
and prominent persons of the State of Texas and other areas
of the nation, assisted in conducting a two-year survey of
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nursing needs and resources in the School of Nursing as well
as other areas of the College in 1968.
Student participation was considered indispensable in
the area of evaluation of the curriculum and specific
courses.

A follow-up study of graduates of the program also

gave insight into curriculum change.
During the academic year 1969-1970, the faculty began
working as a total group to make more explicit their statements of philosophy and purpose.

Also at this time, a

commi~tee composed of the psychiatric nursing instructors
and other faculty members began preparing a proposal for the
integration of mental health concepts throughout the curriculum.
Dr. Alvin I. Thomas, President of Prairie View A.

&

M.

College, assured administrative and instructional support of
a curriculum in nursing that was consistent with the philosophy and purposes of the College.

This support was evidenced

in May 1970, when the Executive Cabinet approved the proposed
curriculum for the School of Nursing after having been reviewed by the Committee on Educational Policy, Standards,
and Curriculum.

The Executive Cabinet, composed of budget-

ary and academic administrators, is the official body which
approves new courses and programs at the College.
The faculty, with the assistance of other schools and
departments within the College, developed the new undergraduate curriculum which was initiated in the Fall of 1970
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A&M University graduate and a faculty member at
the University College of Nursing .•• the 1975
"Nurse of the Year" named by the Houston League
for Nurses and the Texas Nurses Association, was
a Prairie View graduate. It is not unusual that
she was an outstanding graduate student at an outstanding southwestern university. She is also a
creative nurse educator.
2.

The Board of Nurse Examiners, State of Texas,
approved the revised curriculum of the College of
Nursing in July, 1970. A curriculum improvement
grant of $60,000 from the Division of Nursing,
National Institutes of Health, was awarded the
College a week earlier.

3.

Baylor College of Medicine and Texas A&M University established a consortium relationship in
September, 1972. Prairie View A&M University,
The College of Nursing became a participating
member of the consortium.
Dr. James Eastwood, Executive Director at the
Texas Medical Center, described the impact of
Prairie View in reference to this consortium and
the Texas Medical Center in this way:
Although the School of Nursing of Prairie
View A&M College does not have a facility
in the Texas Medical Center, it has used
Ben Taub Hospital as a clinical teaching
hospital for many years. It has also, in
more recent years, made use of other clinical resources in the center, including
Texas Children's Hospital. It uses the
Houston Academy of Medicine-Texas Medical
Center Library and provides limited financial support for this service.
The Texas Medical Center looks forward to
a closer working relationship with Prairie
View A&M University College of Nursing.4

4.

There has been a full complement of qualified
faculty in all areas since September, 1972. An

4 James Eastwood, "Texas Medical Center, Inc. Annual
Report, Houston, Texas, 1973, pp. 114-115.
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increase in faculty has been projected for 1980
because of an anticipated increase in student
enrollment.
5.

The recruitment of a diversified student body is
evidenced by the rapidly increasing enrollment of
both male and female students. This year's enrollment is made up of students from Central
Africa, South Africa, as well as fourteen states
of the United States.

· 6.

The College of Nursing was accredited in Feoruary,
1973 by the National League for Nursing, Department for Baccalaureate and Higher Degree Programs.

7.

Loan and scholarship monies for students, a first
for our program, in excess of $280,000 from the
Bureau of Health, Manpower, Division of Nursing,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare have
been awarded since July 1, 1971 to July 31, 1974.

8.

The College of Nursing has received $467,825 from
private foundations, and federal grants for research and curriculum improvement, since 1969.
The latest grant of $287,500 from the W. K.
Kellogg Foundation represents the largest foundation grant in the history of the University.
The funds from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation have
been responsible for the initiation and continuation of a Vestibule Program within the College
of Nursing. This program is aimed at assisting
students with academic deficiencies in specific
subject areas. More specifically, this program
offers low achievers an opportunity to strengthen
basic skills in communication and biological and
physical sciences. A strong background in the
biological sciences and communication courses is
required for achieving success in nursing. So
far, approximately twenty students have successfully repeated the first professional nursing
course (N205) after two semesters of intensive
individualized instruction through the Vestibule
Program.
In a traditional nursing curriculum these students
might have been lost as a result of academic deficiencies.
The prescribed program for each of
these students was based on a thorough counseling
period and in-depth diagnostic testing. The
faculty feels that this teaching strategy has
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helped to improve teaching effectiveness as well
as to reduce student attrition.
9.

Prairie View College of Nursing and Baylor College
Medicine are currently planning a midwifery program. The Harris County Hospital District Board
recently approved this cooperative training
program.
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IV.

SOCIAL - POLITICAL - ECONOMIC IMPACTORS

Orientation and Rationale for the Program
The need for registered professional nurses to provide
health care services in Texas has been well documented in the
literature.

Data indicate that Texas is below the national

ratio of professional nurses needed for inc.reasing the level
of health care.

A study reported by Roth and Waldean re-

vealed that while 390 registered nurses per 100,000 population were actively involved in health care delivery in 1973
in the -United States as a whole, only 240 registered nurses
per 100,000 were similarly involved in Texas.

5

Although a study presented ' to the Coordinating Board,
Texas College and University System, predicts that by 1980,
the ratio of registered professional nurses to total population will have increased slightly (to 350), the ratio will
6
still be less than the national estimate of need in 1973.
These data support the conclusion that professional registered nurses are needed to provide an increased level of
health care services for citizens in the State of Texas.

5American Nurses Association, The Nation's Nurses:
1972 Inventory of Registered Nurses, prepared by Aleda A.
Roth and Alice R. Waldean, Kansas City, Missouri, 1974,
p. 18.
6 Toward Quality Health Care, The Improvement of
Nursing and Nursing Education in Texas, Coordinating Board,
Texas College and University System Study Paper 24, January,
1975, p. 24.
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Further, as the life span increases, the population as a
whole will require greater health maintenance teaching, institutional care, and community services.
Prairie View A&M University College of Nursing assumes
an active role in providing qualified registered professional
nurses to fulfill the need for health care services for citizens of Texas and the United States.

Moreover, as one of the

twenty baccalaureate programs in Texas, Prairie View College
of Nursing has since 1918 provided a greater number of qualified minority professional nurses than the combined efforts
of the remaining nineteen programs. 7
While the need for greater numbers of qualified minority practitioners in the health care field is recognized as a
national problem, the regional need for provisions and maintenance of this score of manpower in the South has received
much attention.

McDonald suggests:

Not least of nursing problems relating to provision and maintenance of adequate manpower
resources in the South in the recruitment,
retention, graduation, and licensing of numbers of minority and educational disadvantaged
groups. Although much progress has been made
in recent years, the record is still far from
good. Much more support of efforts to move
members of minority groups through educational
programs and into practice is still needed at

7tist of Professional Schools of Nursing Accredited
by the Board of Nurses Examiners for the State of Texas,
1977.
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the state and institutional level in most of
the region (and elsewhere in the nation) .8
Occupational Outlook
The need for qualified health related personnel is
greatly felt nationally, therefore, the occupational outlook
for graduates of the program is excellent.

This condition

will exist because of the many programs that the federal government is implementing through Medicare, Medicaid and extensive research programs in the Houston area.

These programs

will require competent professionals to effectively implement
programmatic objectives.

Moreover, the choice of profes-

sional careers is reflective of the economic situation in
this country.

While employment becomes more difficult for

individuals prepared in some professions, the employability
of nurses remains high.
Factors which probably or actually will affect the program
during the next five years.
Enrollment - Enrollment will probably increase. This will
require increased faculty, staff, budget, and
space.
Teaching technique innovations - New programs in self-paced
education will be implemented.
Curriculum - Research developments and the expansion of roles
assumed by nurses will make it necessary to
implement changes in the curriculum content.

8 Gwendoline R. McDonald, R.N., Ed.D., "Nursing in the
South - Today and Tomorrow," Southern Regional Education
Board council on Collegiate Educ~tion for Nursing, Report of
the 20th Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia, November, 1973.
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Continuing Education - The trend for certification of nursing
professionals, research developments and new
techniques of nursing care will increase the
need for continuing education for practicing
nurses.
Facilities - The acquisition of adequate facilities with
appointments to meet needs of faculty, staff,
and learners will greatly enhance the teachinglearning process.
Energy Crisis - Give impetus to providing facilities for students to live in or near educational facilities
for program. Scheduling of clinical experiences
may be affected.
Additional impactors affecting the College of Nursing are
located in the General UniversiLy Report of this study.
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V.

PURPOSE AND ROLE, SCOPE AND MISSION

The Purpose and Role, Scope and Mission of the College
of Nursing is congruent with and supports the purpose, role,
scope and mission of the University.

A full presentation of

the University's purpose and role, scope and mission is
located in the General University Report.
Purpose and Role
The current philosophy of the College of Nursing
expresses the beliefs and values of the faculty in regard to
the individual, society, knowledge and leadership.
The faculty of the College of Nursing believes education to be a process of learning experiences that result in
changed behavior.

The faculty is committed to effecting

positive behavioral change through education.

Education im-

plies the continuous development of knowledge, skills, and
attitudes which provide opportunity to enhance personal advancement, economic security, and social living.
The faculty of the College of Nursing views nursing as
a profession with a dedication to service which grows out of
and, in turn, is contingent upon the needs of society.

The

faculty believes that the expanded role of nursing should
emphasize nursing practice that is designed essentially for
health, maintenance, and disease prevention.

Professional

nursing aids in meeting society's health needs, while demonstrating in practice the prevention of illness, the
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restoration of health, and the support of individuals and
families, while coping with health, illness, and death.
Nursing practice, as such, is based upon knowledge that has
grown out of scientific and empirical data.
The faculty of the College of Nursing believes that
the primary aims of a baccalaureate education in nursing is
to provide opportunity for the learner to acquire knowledge
and to develop psycho-motor skills, self-discipline, intellectual curiosity, and critical thinking.

The broad educa-

tional background provided by courses in the physical, social,
and biological sciences, the humanities, and nursing prepares
the graduate for the assumption of responsibilities as a
citizen and as a competent nurse-practitioner with beginning
leadership skills.

Further, the graduate is prepared to

function effectively in systems of primary health care delivery and to pursue higher levels of study.
The faculty accepts self-realization as a major component of the nursing program.

In support of such an

objective, the faculty at the College of Nursing has designed
a curriculum to provide for progression, continuity, and integration of learning experiences.

The learning experiences

proceed from the known to the unknown, the simple to the
complex, and the normal to the abnormal.
While the nursing program is highly organized and
structured, the faculty supports and provides for individual
differences.

Moreover, creativity and flexibility within
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the learner are encouraged.

The teaching-learning process

provides opportunity for students to attain the following
objectives:
1.

2.

3.

To recognize a broad complexity of psychosocial, bio-social, and cultural variables
that affect individuals, nursing, and
nursing care.
1.1

Develop an awareness of the influence of
physical, social, and cultural forces
upon society.

1.2

Develop the ability to communicate effectively.

1.3

Utilize the scientific method.

1.4

Evaluate personal beliefs and values.

1.5

Become aware of the major issues facing
nursing today.

To acquire the cognitive resources necessary to
identify nursing needs.
2.1

Acquire new knowledge.

2.2

Develop the ability to do critical thinking,
analysis, and synthesis in formulating
nursing interventions.

2.3

Gain an appreciation for the values of
research to the profession of nursing.

To develop professional skills needed to administer appropriate nursing action.
3.1

Become sensitive to patient's needs while
realistically appraising nursing situations.

3.2

Understand the skills needed to fulfill the
patient's needs.

3.3

Develop competency in selecting nursing
skills.

3.4

Develop and implement planned nursing
interventions.
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4.

3.5

Evaluate nursing action and modify a plan
of care accordingly.

3.6

Utilize management skills that are related
to the team leader in the health field.

3.7

Demonstrate interest in continued professional and personal growth.

To develop skills in interpersonal relations.
4.1

Develop the ability to work effectively with
others.

4.2

Develop a sense of self-direction that
assures responsibilities for decisions
made.

4.3

Express a philosophy of nursing.

Scope
The faculty of the College of Nursing view Nursing as
a profession with a dedication to service which evolves out
of and, in turn, is contingent upon the needs of the individual, family and society.

The mission of the college is

preparation of students as competent professional nurses to
enable them to provide service to meet health care needs of
the individual, family and society.
A more specific statement of the scope of the College
of Nursing is expressed as follows:
Individual:

Meet the educational and personal devel-

opment needs of students through effective teaching, academic
advising, counseling, and through university sponsored cultural, recreational, and extra-curricular programs.
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Prepare a baccalaureate nurse as an educated person
capable of thinking, problem-solving, self-direction, selffulfillment, and self-evaluation.
Society:

Serve and stimulate society by developing

in students heightened intellectual, cultural, and human
sensitivities; scientific, professional and technological
expertise; and a sense of purpose.
Support a commitment to serving the special needs of
minority, disadvantaged, and non-traditional students.
Knowledge:

Discover, synthesize, and disseminate in-

formation and test theoretical formulations; thereby extending knowledge and its application beyond the boundary of the
campus.
Leadership:

Produce graduates who possess a set of

values and interpersonal competencies to coordinate, transact,
motivate, and integrate within the health care delivery
system.
Quality:

Demonstrate a commitment to excellence in

educational programs and to meet National League of Nursing
standards for accreditation.
Implement a quality assurance program in which qualified faculty merribers generate knowledge and demonstrate
expertise for application in the practice of nursing.
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Insure the excellence of health care to society by
graduating capable, effective and caring practitioners who
exemplify a high caliber of professionalism.
Attain quality nursing care through the efficient
utilization of manpower, supplies, equipment, space and other
resources as well as consideration of the appropriateness,
acceptability and cost to the consumer.
Mission
In support of the philosophy of the College of Nursing,
goals have been identified in the areas of instruction, research and public service.

The faculty views implementation

of the instructional program and promotion of successful student achievement as priority.

Evaluation of teaching-learning

strategies is an ongoing process designated to elicit data
supportive of the extent to which the mission is achieved.
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VI.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Organization
The College of Nursing is one of the seven colleges
within the University.

It is organized into two divisions,

Pre-Clinical and Clinical Studies.

The following organiza-

tional charts represent the functional systems of the college.
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Standing and Ad Hoc Committees
Many of the functional activities of the College of
Nursing are achieved through the committee process.

A num-

ber of standing committees are appointed by the Dean at the
first faculty meeting of each academic year.
Faculty Executive Council
Student Advisory Committee
Curriculum and Instruction Committee
Research Committee
Academic Standards Committee
Recruitment Committees
Ad hoc committees are appointed by the Dean as the
need arises.

The Ad hoc committees usually appointed during

the academic year are as follows:
Committee for the Annual Capping Ceremony
Committee for the Annual Report
Committee for Continuing Education
Committee for NLN Self-Study Report
Committee for the State Board of Nurse Examiners
Annual Report
Faculty and Staff
The faculty and staff for the College of Nursing are
appointed according to criteria established for each position.
The following chart describes the faculty and staff relative
to position numbers, title, and qualifications for each position.

The number of years of teaching and nursing practice

experience are identified for positions that are filled.
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Faculty and Staff Positions by Number,
Title, and Qualifications

Position
Number

Title

Qualifications

1

Dean

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
Ph.D.- Higher Education and
Administration

2

Administrative
Assistant

B.A. or B.S.
M.A. or M.S.
Administrative/Supervisory
Experience

3

Associate Dean

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
Ph.D.
Teaching Experience
Nursing Practice

4

Director/PreClinical Studies

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
Teaching Experience

5

Chairman
Medical-Surgical
Department

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
22 yrs. teaching experience
1 yr. nursing practice

6

Chairman
Psychiatric/Mental
Health-Community
Health Department

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
4 yrs. teaching experience
4 yrs. nursing practice

7

Chairman
Maternal-Child
Health Department

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
9 yrs. teaching experience
13 yrs. nursing practice

8

Director
Non-Traditional
Baccalaureate
Degree Program

B.S. M.S. 7 yrs.
9 yrs.

Nursing
Public Health
teaching experience
nursing practice
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Position
Number
9

Title
Director
Continuing
Education

Qualifications
B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
Teaching Experience
Nursing Practice Experience

10

Assistant
Professor

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
13 yrs. teaching experience
6 yrs. nursing practice

11

Assistant
Professor

B.S. M.S. 7 yrs.
9 yrs.

12

Instructor

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
Required academic preparation
in area of specialization

13

Instructor

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
Required academic preparation
in area of specialization

14

Instructor

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
Required academic preparation
in area of specialization

15

Instructor

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
Required academic preparation
in area of specialization

16

Instructor

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
Required academic preparation
in area of specialization

Nursing
Nursing
teaching experience
nursing practice
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Position
Number

Title

Qualifications

17

Instructor

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
Required academic preparation
in area of specialization

18

Instructor

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
Required academic preparation
in area of specialization

19

Instructor

B.S. - Nursing
M.S. - Nursing
Required academic preparation
in area of specialization

20

Admissions
Counselors

B.A. or B.S.
M.A. or M.S.
Experience in counseling

21

Librarian

B.L.S.
M.L.S.
Experience in Library
Management

22

Executive

B.B.A. in Office Administration
Executive Secretarial Experience
Type 70 WPM
Shorthand 90 WPM

23

Clerical
Secretary

High School graduate with
supplemental courses in
typing
Experience in general
clerical work
Type 55-60 WPM
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Position
Number

Title

Qualifications

24

Staff Secretary

B.A. or B.S. college courses
in business practice, shorthand and typing; or any
equivalent combination of
experience and training which
provides appropriate
knowledge and skills.
Type 65 WPM

25

Clerk Typist

High School graduate with
supplemental courses in
typing or any equivalent
combination of experience and
training which provides the
appropriate knowledge and
skills.
Type 50-55 WPM

26

Staff Stenographer

High School graduate with
experience in general clerical work. Supplemental
courses in typing or any
equivalent combination of
experience and training which
provides the appropriate
knowledge and skills.
Type 55-60 WPM
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Administration
Policies
The College of Nursing is an integral part of the
University and is governed by the general policies of the
University and The Texas A&M University System.
The College of Nursing is organized with a Dean
appointed by the President as its chief officer.

The Dean

is responsible for planning and administration of the total
nursing program.

The Dean is a member of the cooperative

.

policy-making bodies of the University:

the Executive

Cabinet, Council of Deans and the Committee on Educational
Policy, Standards and Curriculum.

Through this process the

Dean has a voice in the development of policy which affects
the College of Nursing.

Policies affecting only the College

are made at the faculty level with final approval of the
Dean.
The selection of personnel for the College of Nursing
is initiated at the faculty level through faculty contact
and interviews with prospective appointees.

The faculty

makes recommendations to the Dean who has the ultimate
responsibility for making recommendations for appointment
to the President.
The Dean is responsible for the fiscal affairs of the
College.

She prepares an annual budget for submission to

the President in accordance with the Texas A&M University
System fiscal regulations.

The Dean is provided a final
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copy of the College's annual budget as approved by the
President of the University, President of the System, and
the Board of Directors.
identified.

The expenditure of funds is clearly

The College has the freedom to spend educational

funds within the limitations of legality, policy and availability of funds.
Title to property and inventory is held through the
University.

The University is responsible for providing a

physical facility for the College of Nursing.

A building has

been provided for the Pre-Clinical Nursing Studies on the
main campus.

A temporary facility has been leased for the

clinical division in Houston located within approximately
five miles of The Texas Medical Center.
this year purchased a

The University has

nine story building adjacent to the

Texas Medical Center which will be remodeled for a permanent
facility for the clinical division in Houston.
The Dean of the College of Nursing is responsible,
under the administrative supervision of the President and
the Vice-President for Academic Affairs, for assuming leadership for the college.

With the cooperative efforts of the

faculty, she is responsible for the administrative framework
necessary to implement and facilitate the nursing program.
General policies of the University which apply to the
College of Nursing are developed through cooperative policymaking bodies as previously cited.

The Dean of the College

is a member of three of these policy-making bodies:

Executive
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Cabinet, Council of Deans, and Committee on Educational Policy,
Standards and Curriculum by virtue of her position of chief
officer of the College of Nursing.

This procedure provides

the faculty a voice in policy making decision for general
policies through the position of the Dean.
Roles and Functions of Administrators, Faculty and Staff
Administrators of the College of Nursing include the
Dean, Chief Officer of the College, Administrative Assistant,
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, Director for Pre-Clinical
Studies, Chairman for Medical Surgical Department, Chairman
for Psychiatric/Mental Health-Community Health Department,
Chairman for Maternal-Child Health Department, Director for
the Non-Traditional Baccalaureate Pilot Project, Admissions
Counselor for Special Services and Librarian for Library
and Media.
Dean
The Dean of the College of Nursing is directly responsible to the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the
President of the University for the planning, management,
implementation and evaluation of all academic and nonacademic affairs of the College of Nursing.
The Affairs of the Office of the Dean will continue to
become more complex and more demanding as the College of
Nursing strives to develop and adapt its academic, research
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and service programs to the individual needs of students and
the health care and health education needs of the individual,
family, community and total population.
Administrative Assistant
The Administrative Assistant is responsible to the
Dean of the College and provides assistance to the Dean in
planning, management, implementation and evaluation of all
academic and non-academic affairs of the College of Nursing.
The responsibilities of the Administrative Assistant
will increase in a direct ratio to the increasing complexity
and demands on the Office of the Dean.
Associate Dean
The Associate Dean for Academic Affairs is responsible
to the Dean for planning, management, implementation and
evaluation of all instructional programs, research and special
projects related to instruction, continuing education and the
upward mobility program.
The position of the Associate Dean is presently vacant.
The College of Nursing is in agreement with the University's
assumptions relative to Academic Program and exphasizes an
increasing need for the appointment of an Associate Dean to
plan, manage, implement and evaluate instructional programs
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for preparation of professional nursing graduates to meet the
challenges of the complex, ever changing health care delivery
system.
Director of Pre-Clinical Studies
The Director of Pre-Clinical studies is responsible
to the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and the Dean for
planning, management, implementation and evaluation of the
pre-clinical studies prerequisite to the clinical studies of
the Clinical Division.
There is a continued need for the Pre-Clinical Studies
program to provide assistance to underprivileged students in
achieving professional responsibility and accountability in
nursing careers.
Chairman, Medical-Surgical Department
The Chairman of the Medical-Surgical Department is
responsible to the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and
the Dean for planning, management, implementation and evaluation of all courses in medical and surgical nursing and
for integrating concepts of medical-surgical nursing into
all nursing courses offered in the Generic Baccalaureate
Degree Program.
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Chairman, Psychiatric/Mental Health-Community Health Department
The Chairman of the Psychiatric/Mental Health-Community
Health is responsible to the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and to the Dean for planning, management, implementation
and evaluation of all Psychiatric and Mental Health courses
and integration of concepts of mental health and community
health in all courses offered in the Generic Baccalaureate
Degree Program in Nursing.
Chairman, Maternal-Child Health Department
The Chairman of the Maternal-Child Health Department
is responsible to the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
and to the Dean for the planning, management, implementation
and evaluation of all courses in parental child care and
integration of family development concepts in all courses
offered in the Generic Baccalaureate Degree Program in
Nursing.
Director, Non-Traditional Baccalaureate Degree Pilot Project
The Director of the Non-Traditional Baccalaureate
Degree Pilot Project in Nursing is responsible to the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and the Dean for planning,
management, implementing and evaluating all courses in the
Non-Traditional Baccalaureate Degree Pilot Project.
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Consistent with the University's assumptions regarding
upward mobility in education the College of Nursing developed
the Non-Traditional Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing as a pilot
project for registered nurses from diploma and associate
programs.

The position of Director will be terminated with

completion of the Pilot Project, December 30, 1979 through
integration of the Non-Traditional Baccalaureate Degree in
Nursing with the Generic Baccalaureate Degree Program.
Director, Continuing Education
The Director of Continuing Education is responsible
to the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and to the Dean
for planning, management, implementation, and evaluation
of courses, workshops, and seminars in continuing education
in professional nursing.

This program is in the planning

phase.
Consistent with the University's assumption in providing continuing education as a public service, the College
of Nursing projects the development of professional
nursing courses, seminars and workshops to provide opportunities for professional nurses in Continuing Education.
Faculty
Faculty are responsible to Department Chairman,
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, and the Dean for assisting in planning, management, implementation and evaluation
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of all courses of instruction in the Baccalareate Degree
Program in Nursing.
The faculty is in accord with University's assumptions
pertaining to instruction.

The College of Nursing projects

the need for increased faculty through racial integration of
student enrollment, increased retention from implementation
of Operation Care and Operation Success and through increased enrollment of Operation Vanguard, based on decreased
costs of attendance at State supported colleges and universities.
Admissions Counselor, Special Services
The Admissions Counselor for Special Services is
responsible to the Administrative Assistant and the Dean for
planning, management, implementation, and evaluation of a
program for counseling students from Pre-Clinical Studies
and other colleges and universities in achieving the prerequisities for · entry into the Clinical Programs and for
certifying students for entry into the Clinical Program.
The position of Admissions Counselor is presently
vacant.

The College of Nursing is in accord with University

assumptions relative to requirements for acceptance of
transfer students and project an increased need for an
admissions counselor as economics force greater number of
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students to seek completion of academic requirements in
their own communities and degrees in disciplines favorable
to employment.
Librarian, Library and Media
The Librarian is responsible to the Administrative
Assistant and the Dean for planning, management, implementation and evaluation of library and media resources.
Based on indications of decreased public support for
education the College of Nursing projects decreased funding
for faculty with a concomitant increase in the utilization
of library and media resources in classroom and laboratory
teaching.
CLERICAL STAFF
Executive Secretary and Secretary
The Executive Secretary a~d Secretary of the clerical
staff are responsible to the Dean for assistance to the Dean
in planning, management, implementation and evaluation of
all affairs of the College of Nursing.

The position of

Executive secretary and Clerical Secretary are vacant.
Staff Secretary
The staff Secretary is responsible to the Administrative Assistant and the Dean for management of office affairs
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including processing all requisitions, travel vouchers, and
related faculty functions.
Clerk-Typist
The Clerk-Typist is responsible to the Administrative
Assistant and the Dean for typing and reproduction of instructional and non-academic materials.
Staff Stenographer
The Staff Stenographer is responsible to the Administrative Assistant and the Dean for assisting with typing,
responding to telephone calls, and serving as receptionist.
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VII.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The College of Nursing has a commitment to implement
the management systems established by the Office of Management Services for the University which are Management by
Objectives; Planning, Management Effectiveness; Zero-Based
Budgeting, Cost Effectiveness/Productivity; Zero-Defects;
Performance, Planning and Merit Evaluation; Performance,
Evaluation, Review Technique and Critica~ Path Method.
The current status on the concept of management
systems in the College of Nursing is as follows:
Financial Information System
Accounting reports
Financial statements
Budgetary figures
Personnel Information System
Faculty Development and Continuing Education
Recruitment needs
Performance Evaluation reports
Student Information System
Recruitment needs
State Board Test Pool Performance Reports
Academic Performance Reports
Survey of graduates
Logistics Information System
Inventory control-equipment and supplies
Production scheduling-annual reports, etc.
Ordering and Delivery of supplies and equipment
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Management by Objectives
Management by Objectives (MOB)

is implemented in the

College of Nursing in the hierarchy of objectives for the
curriculum.

A complete hierarchy of objectives recognized

and accepted by the faculty provides the College of Nursing
with a logical, consistent standard, enabling it to determine
what activities are necessary and how these activities can
best be organized and achieved.
A useful technique in portraying the hierarchy of
objectives for the curriculum is to describe its objectives
in a means-end chain as shown in Figure 1.
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In the hierarchy of objectives, the objectives (ends)
of component units become the means by which the broad
objectives are achieved.

Each department works cooperatively

to accomplish the curriculum subobjectives.

If the depart-

ment accomplish their departmental objectives, they contributes tothe overall curriculum objectives of the College of
Nursing.
The objectives (ends) achieved on lower levels
(courses) are the means by which objectives at a higher
level are reached.

Each level of objectives stands as ends

relative to the level below it and as means relative to the
levels above it.

Thus this means-ends chain, or hierarchy

of objectives, directs the behavior of every member of the
faculty and staff and every department toward the highest
objective of the College of Nursing.
Course objectives are compatible with, and help to
accomplish the broad objectives of the curriculum.

The

objectives of each department are compatible with the
objectives of all the other departments.

Likewise, depart-

mental objectives are compatible with, and help to accomplish
course objectives.

Each level in the hierarchy may contrib-

The lower level course objectives are more
\
concerned with operations than are higher level departmental
ute differently.

objectives, which are concerned with concepts.
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Another area in which Management by Objectives is used
in the College of Nursing is through the various committees
described under the previous section on committee structure.
At the beginning of each academic year, committee
members are appointed Objectives which are measurable or
set within a definite time frame.

Objectives are periodically

reviewed against the starting and completion dates.
Cost Effectiveness and Productivity
· The College of Nursing operates in terms of cost
effectiveness and productivity.

An analysis is made of

each operation to determine whether or not the greatest
quantity and the highest quality is produced for the
least amount of money.

This principle is applicable to

facilities, personnel, equipment, and services.
Funds for the College of Nursing are derived from
several sources.

During the 1978-1979 academic year

seventy-six percent (76%) of the budget came from state
appropriated funds, and twenty-four percent (24%) came from
federal and private funds.

Once these appropriations were

made, the management of the funds became the responsibility
of the College of Nursing.
The Dean of the College of Nursing receives and
reviews the budget at the beginning of the fiscal year.

If

adjustments are necessary, she makes them at this time with
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the approval of the Vice President of Academic Affairs and
the President of the University.

The Dean's office monitors

the expenditures appropriated for the College of Nursing.
Several steps are taken to maintain an efficient
nonitoring system.

The first step is to determine whether

or not funds exist in the account from which the goods and/or
services are to be paid.

When this determination has been

made the staff with the Dean's approval, employs the
appropriate procedure to liquidate the financial obligation.
· A statement of credits, disbursements, encumbrances,
and balances is received once a month from the office of
Fiscal Affairs of the University.

The College of Nursing

works cooperatively with the office of Fiscal Affairs to
monitor the monies appropriated for its use.

The accountant

for the College of Nursing assumes the following responsibility:

1.

Maintains, audits, and inspects financial records

2.

Clears credit sheets of items paid in the
encumbered column of the ledger sheets

3.

Submits a monthly report of audit findings

4.

submits a yearly budget based on last year's
expenditures by August 15 to the Dean's office

5.

Maintains perpetual inventory of consumable and
non-consumable merchandise and equipment
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Performance, Planning and Merit Evaluation
The primary objective of a management information
(MIS) is to assist the Dean in making timely and informed
decisions relative to the utilization of resources available for the College of Nursing.
The basic components of the management information
system used at the College of Nursing, based on the model
of Hicks and Cullett, are outlined below:
Effects Upon
External
Environment
Internal
Information
Sources
Relevant
Information
for Decisions

External
Information
Sources

Figure 2.

,,

compare
with
Standards

Decision
Makin

,~

Effects Upon
Internal
Organization
Necessary
Corrective
Action

Management Information System

Information for decisions is received from both
internal and external resources (Administrative Staff of the
·
students, Departments of the College of Nursing,
University,
encies, Texas State Board of Nurse
cooperating Health Ag
Releva nt information is identified and
Examiners, etc.).
used for decision-making.
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Effects of decisions on both the external and internal
environment are then compared against established standards.
If nece ssary, corrective action is taken at the decisionmaking stage or at the information-sources stage.
PERFORMANCE , EVALUATION, REVIEW
The f acul t y of the College of Nursing believes that
evalua t ion as a process provides directions for a more
sound and a more cohesive nursing curriculum.

As a tool,

evaluatio n serves as a basis for determining the effectivenes s of academic content and various teaching strategies.
Therefore, each faculty member is required to submit to
the Dean an annual evaluation of her experience in the
College of Nursing, using the directions listed on an
ind i vidual faculty member report form.

Members are encour-

aged to express themselves freely in the execution of this
report.
Utilizing a specially designed form, departmental
cha i rmen submit annual evaluation on faculty members in
e ach nursing specialty area.

These evaluations are submitted

t o the Dean.
Promotion in Rank
The college of Nursing does not have a written policy
gove rning rank and promotion, however, it recognizes
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and promotes professional excellence through advancement
based on information specified in the College of Nursing
"Faculty Handbook".
Promotion of faculty includes advancement in rank
and salary increases within the rank.

Criteria upon which

promotion is based include the following:
a.

Teaching performance

b.

Research performance

c.

Professional growth and activity

·d.

Service to the College of Nursing

The Dean of the College of Nursing also has responsibility for evaluating the faculty.

She makes recommendations

to the Vice President of Academic Affairs relative to promotion and re-employment.

The Vice President of Academic

Affairs reviews these recommendations and submits them to
the President of the University.

The President appraises

the evaluation and submits it to the Board of Directors for
final consideration at its Mid-Spring meeting.
Policies relating to academic freedom and tenure are
succinctly delineated in the Faculty Handbook and the Manual
of Operation for the College of Nursing.
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VIII.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Prairie View A&M University College of Nursing
supports the University philosophy· in that its academic
program is designed, implemented and evaluated in keeping
with criteria determined by appropriate accrediting bodies.
More specifically, standards of The Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools and The National League for Nursing
are utilized as models in the execution of the academic
program in Nursing.
Currently, the academic program in nursing consists
of eight semesters of academic and professional courses
leading to a Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing.

The primary

emphasis of the curriculum is to provide learners the
opportunities to achieve programmative objectives designed
to fulfill degree requirements.

Subsequently, graduates

of the program are prepared to apply for licensure as
Registered Professional Nurses.
Undergra·dua te Program
The nursing program at Prairie View A&M University
leads to a Bachelor of Science Degree with a major in Nursing
and provides entry into careers in nursing as general
practitioners.

Although a minor is not required, the option

is open to the student.
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Pre-Clinical Nursing Studies
The student seeking admission to the College of
Nursing must meet requirements stipulated by the Office of
Admission as students in other majors for admission to the
University.
man year.

The nursing major may be declared in the freshThe student is assigned a faculty advisor.

advisor staff counsels with student affairs.

The

A file is

maintained on each student.
Students pursuing the baccalaureate degree in nursing
share with other students enrolled at the university general
education courses including English, history, and political
science, in addition the nursing students are required to
take human anatomy and physiology, chemistry, microbiology,
nutrition, child development, psychology, social psychology
and sociology as pre-requisities to their nursing courses.
These requirements are completed during the first two
years while on the main campus and serve as a broad background upon which the professional courses are based.
Principles, concepts, and knowledge from these basic courses
provide essential background for effective transfer of
learning from Pre-Clinical Nursing Studies into the professional nursing component.
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Graduate Program
There is no graduate program in Nursing at the present
t i me.

However, early planning has been initiated for graduate

preparation in the areas of Gerontology and Maternal-Child
Nurs ing .

These topics will be discussed more fully in goals

for 1 981-1987.
Administrative Support Service Program
The University provides the College of Nursing administr ati ve support services through the Office of Admissions
and t he Office of Registrar.
All nursing students, both generic and transfer are
admi t ted to the University through the Office of Admissions
prior to admission to the College of Nursing.
The Office of the Registrar provides all services for
stu de nt records, including course listing, accumulative
c r edi t hours, accumulative grade points, receipt and recording of transfer credits, determination of equivalency of
transfer course credit, and certification of students for
graduation at the undergraduate level.
Academic Support Services
The University provides academic support services for
the College of Nursing through on-campus facilities and off
campus contact facilities.
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Special Preparation
The following pre-requisite courses are required with
a grade of "C" or better prior to clinical experience:
chemistry, anatomy and physiology, nutrition, microbiology,
and child development.

Students must also have an overall

average of 2.00 or better for January enrollment.

An over-

all average of 2.70 for generic students and 3.0 for transfer
students is required for Summer enrollment in the clinical
components.
All students are required to take the National League
for Nursing Achievement Tests in anatomy and physiology,
chemistry, nutrition and microbiology prior to enrollment in
their first clinical course.
Credit is granted on transfer from other institutions
of higher learning for courses completed with a grade of at
least "C", provided the courses meet the curriculum offered
in the College or other units of the University.

Credit for

such cources will be determined by the Office of Admission.
The student must maintain a 2.00 or better accumulative
grade point average and must complete Anatomy and Physiology,
Chemistry, Microbiology, Child Development and Nutrition
with a grade of "C" or better prior to enrolling in Nursing
205, all male students are required to take Military Science
112-122, 233-243.
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Clinical Nursing Studies
Progression to Upper Division courses is achieved
through successful completion of Pre-Clinical Nursing
Studies.

Classroom and laboratory hospital/community

health clinical facilities are for student learning.

The

practicum experiences for students are available in accordance with the clinical areas in nursing (medical-surgical,
maternal-child health, psychiatric-mental).
Upon satisfactory completion of all requirements of
the College of Nursing, the graduate is eligible to apply
to write the State Board for licensure as a registered nurse
given by the Boar.a of Nurse Examiners for the State of
Texas.
Special Programs
The College of Nursing faculty is piloting a curriculum
design for Registered Nurses who are graduates of associate
degree and diploma programs.
This Upward Mobility program is two years in length
and builds on the students prior experience which occurred
either in formal education or work settings.

The primary

purpose is to provide opportunities to obtain a Bachelor
of Science degree in Nursing.

The courses offered in this

program may also be used for continuing education.
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Nursing Students enrolled in Pre-Clinical Nursing
Studies utilize the following on campus academic support
se r v ices:
1.
2.
3.
4.

University Library
Learning Resource Center
Center for Learning and Teaching effectiveness
Reading Center

Nursing students enrolled in the Upper Division of
the College of Nursing are provided library facilities by
contractural agreement with the Texas Medical Center Library.
The on campus Career Education and Placement Center
is a lso available to Upper Division Nursing Students.
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I X.

FACULTY AND STAFF

The current status of the faculty and staff of the
College of Nursing is discussed in terms of Profile
Char acteristics, Recruitment and Selection, Roles and
Functi ons, Development and Retention, Promotion and Tenure,
Rewards and Recogn ition and Retirement.
Profile Characteristics of the present faculty and
staff for Pre-Clinical and Clinical Studies is as follows:
1.

Pre-Clinical Studies
Number by Rank:

1
1
1
1

Director, Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Secretary
Age Range:
27-47 yrs.
Sex/ Ethnic:
1 male, 3 females/ Black
Clinical Studies
Number by Rank:

1
1
1
5
9

1
3

1

Dean, Professor
Administrative Assistant
Associate Professor
Assistant Professors
Instructors
Librarian
Secretaries
Counselor

25-54 yrs.
Age Range:
20-Fema.les
Sex/Ethnic:
1-male
2-Anglo
18-Black
1 Hispanic
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Recruitment and Selection
The College of Nursing accepts the mission of recruitment and selection of faculty with scholarly pursuits, excellenc e i n teaching, research, and service.

Each faculty member

and the Recruitment Committee share the responsibility for
re cruitment of persons committed to implementation of a
succe ssful educational program in nursing.
Methods of recruitment includes personal contact,
adve r ti sement in professional journals, correspondences to
Deans o f Graduate Programs and communications with persons
re commended by other employed faculty.
Basic criteria in selection for faculty appointment
incl ude the following:
a.

Minimal educational preparation
Masters of Science Degree in Nursing
Graduate preparation relevant to clinical area
of specilization.

b.

Licensed to practice professional nursing in
the State of Texas.

c.

Excellent academic achievement in undergraduate
education with varied nursing experience. Assistant clinical instructor may be considered
if there is evidence of a plan for graduate
study.

Role and Functions
Each staff member has designated roles and functions
essential to implementation of the academic program in
nursing.

The faculty has the major responsibility of
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teaching.

Committee assignments and research activities are

consistent functions thro~ghout the academic year.
Development and Retention
Faculty are involved in various activities which give
evidence of their commitment to maintaining an excellent
instructional program.

The areas of involvement related to

professional development include professional meetings and
conventions, workshops and seminars, memberships in professional organizations, civic clubs, and community related
projects in volunteer activities with non-profit organizations.
Promotion and Tenure
Policies and procedures governing appointment,
classification, prom:>tion, and tenure for faculty with the
College of Nursing are congruent with the University policy
statement.
Promotion of faculty includes advancement in rank
and salary increase with the rank.

Criteria upon which

promotion is based include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Teaching performance
Research performance
Professional growth and acitivity
Service to the College
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The Dean has the responsibility of evaluating the
faculty and recommends promotion in rank and re-employment
for e ach faculty based on achievement of the above criteria.
The President of the University appraises and reviews the
evaluatio n before submission to the Coordinating Board for
finaliz ation and approval.
Tenure policies are consistent with the University
and Texas A&M University System.
competen t

Tenure is granted to

f aculty members following seven years of full-

time a c a demic service.

Scholarly achievement is the

principal requirement for tenure.

Tenure notification is

to be submitted in writing by the department head with the
signed concurrence of the Dean at the end of probationary
periods, described as follows:
1.

Probationary period for faculty normally shall
not exceed seven years. This is subject to
provisions, after a term of probationary service
of more than three years in one or more other
institutions, a faculty member employed by
Prairie View A&M University may agree in writing
the new appointment is for a probationary period
of not more than four years.

2.

Faculty members who are employed at the rank of
professor or associate professor may become
eligible for tenure after three years of
satisfactory service.
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Rewards and Recognition
Honors received by faculty members are state and
nationally recognized honors.

Professional accomplishments

are shared throughout local organizations having health and
non-health related activities essential to the improvement
of society and mankind.
Retirement
All regular employees of the University are required
by law to participate in the State Teachers Retirement System
or the Optional Retirement Program.
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X.

LIBRARY

Library resources for the College of Nursing include
the Library in the College of Nursing at Houston, the W.R.
Banks Library on the Main Campus at Prairie View, Texas
and the Houston Academy of Medicine Library in the Texas
Medical Center at Houston.

Each facility is staffed with

professional library personnel.
College of Nursing, Houston
The Library and Reading Room at the College of Nursing
in Houston is readily accessible to students, faculty and
staff.

The facilities include open stack, periodicals;

pamphlet, drug and media indexes; and reading and study
skills materials.

Seating space for studying include three

study tables and seven study carrells.

Some lounge furni-

ture is also available in the reading room.

Library hours

are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
The Circulation desk is attended by the full-time
professional librarian and/or the library assistant.
A.

The print collection consists of a total of over

2,000 books (general and reference), and 114 periodical
titles (journals and newsletters).

Orders are sent out

regularly for additions to the print and non-print
collections.
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The reference collection consists of basic reference
sources for the nursing curriculum such as dictionaries,
manuals, guides, indexes to journal literature, college
catalogues and Prairie View A&M University archival
materials.
The reading laboratory consists of seven carrells
equipped with controls for recording and listening.

Read-

ing materials include Educational Development Laboratories
projectors and filmstrips and Science Research Associates
Reading Laboratories at different levels.
The Cumulative Index to Nursing Literature, which
covers over 800 English language periodicals in nursing
and related fields, is received by the Library.
New books are displayed in a prominent area of the
reading room to encourage users to become acquainted with
the latest information in nursing and related areas.
The Pamphlet Collection on nursing and related subjects is kept up-to-date and indexed separately in the card
catalog.
A Drug File consisting of cards, pamphlets and illustrations with current information on specific drugs or
drugs manufactured by a specific company is kept in the
vertical file in a separate section and indexed separately
in the card catalog.
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B.

The non-print media encompasses 84 films (72-16mm,

12-8mm), 94 audio-cassettes, 69 filmstrip/cassette programs,
47 filmstrip/record programs, 288 filmstrips, 6 slide/cassette programs, 128 transparencies, 33 videotapes and 11
videocassette recordings.
C.

Audio Visual equipment is available for use to

both faculty and students.

The equipment includes 35nun and

Polaroid cameras and accessories, copy stand, copier/transparency maker, drymount press, filmstrip/movie/opaque/overhead/slide projectors, portable and rear projection screens,
public address system, reading studies accelerator, skimmer
and tachistoscope projectors, record player, audiocassette
and video recorders/players, sychronizing recorder, three
television monitors and black and white and color cameras
and tripods.

A photocopy machine is available in the

library at a cost of 10 cent per exposure.
A library orientation is given to new students and
faculty on the effective utilization of library resources
by demonstrating different types of print and non-print
media, software, indexes, periodical literature, and other
materials in the vertical file and pharmacology index.
students are also encouraged to use available resources
in the Houston area such a medical societies, associations,
public and academic libraries which offer specialized information, media and/or speakers.
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The College of Nursing is a participating member of
the Houston Academy of Medicine at the Texas Medical
Center.

Therefore, students and faculty receive badges

entitling them to all services offered by the Medical
Center Library.

New students and faculty at the College

of Nursing in Houston are taken on a tour of the Texas
Medical Center Library.

The head of the Public Services

Department, who conducts the tours, is a Registered Nurse
who stresses every area in the Library of interest to
nursing students and faculty.
W.R. Banks Library
Students in the College of Nursing share with other
students at the College W.R. Banks Library facility.

In

addition, students enrolled at the Houston Clinical Center
utilize the Houston Academy of Medicine, Texas Medical
Center Library facilitation and the Reading Room at the
Houston Clinical Center.

The availability of these facil-

ities assures adequate library resources for all students
enrolled in nursing.
Development.

The library, named in honor of a former

Chief Executive, Willette Rutherford Banks, is located between Evans and Luckie Halls and just north of the Administration Building.

The original building was occupied
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in 1946.

The building was erected at a cost of $171,867.91,

with a capacity of 100,000 volumes, and study space for 500
students.
Between 1946-1953 expansion in the College and
e xp ansion in the library resources rendered the present
buil ding less serviceable and less comfortable.

At that

t ime only one-sixth of the total enrollment of 1500 could
be seated at one time.
To alleviate the existing conditions the following
reno vations were competed:
1.

In the fall of 1958 the library
auditorium was converted into
current periodicals reading room.
This increased the study space in
the library as a whole.

2.

Current periodicals were transferred
from the Reference Room (east end) to
the present Current Periodicals Reading
Room; thus allowing for more references
to be shelved in the reference area.
By bringing more books out of the stacks
to the Reference Room, services were
improved as follows:

3.

a.

Additional books formerly in the
stacks were made available to
readers on open shelves in the
Reference Room.

b.

Staff and greater quantity of
resources closer at hand for
giving service in classes at hand.

Research service Room became a serious
study area. An air conditioned unit
was installed during the summer of 1956;
this has proven extremely effective in
the present building.
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The library, including its facilities and staff,
continues to grow.

Attesting to this fact are the new

additions to the library of 27,000 square feet at a cost
of $565,271 which, was completed in 1967 and which evolved
from the idea that all materials should be easily accessible
under conditions conducive to individual study.

Accessi-

bility is provided through an open-shelf arrangement which
educators rate so highly as a most important educational
feature of a servicable library.
Tables for four are intermingled throughout the new
area.

Carrel tables are used in addition to regular tables

to provide study.

There are also two lounge areas (top floor

and basement) and additional lounge chairs are scattered
throughout the reading and shelving areas.

The three-story

addition adjourns the original building on the west and
includes main floor, top floor, basement, and sub-basement.
Administration.

In keeping with the trends for

baccalaureate nursing programs, library facilities are
provided by the degree-granting institution.

There are

four major areas through which these services are administered:

Research Service Center,· Loan and Shelf (Circu-

lation), Acquisitions, and Secretarial Services.
these areas has a supporting staff.

Each of

The heads of major

reports to the librarian, and the supporting staff reports
to the head of the major areas.
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The Librarian is appointed by an reports directly to
the President of the College.

The library staff members

are recommended to the President by the librarian.

Several

informal and formal discussions are then engaged in concerning their qualifications and suitability for appointment.
If it is agreed that prospective staff members are acceptable for employment, the librarian invites them to join
the staff.
Staff personnel is grouped in such a way as to
facilitate the accomplishment of the library's program
of activities.

This grouping is further influenced by the

quality and quantity of personnel, functions to be performed,
the internal arrangement of the building, and by the duration
of each service day and each service week.
The Chief Librarian assigns all staff members to
positions and responsibilitie~ according to their preparations
and special qualifications.

Each assigned responsibility

for certain library activities is designed with efficiency
and effectiveness of service as a dominating factor.
Houston Academy of Medicine
The Library Board is composed of two representatives
from the Houston Academy of Medicine, two representatives
from Baylor College of Medicine, two representatives from
the university of Texas, and one representative from the
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Texas Medical Center, Inc., and Texas Woman's University,
respectively.

According to the Operating Agreement signed

b y the representatives from these five institutions who
make up the Library Board, and who are collectively referred
to as the "Participating Institutions," the Board is organi zed to oversee the operation of the Library, and include
under its authority are these responsibilities:

1.

To establish policies governing the
administration of the Library.

2.

To approve an annual budget of the
Library and to assure sufficient funds
to meet the budget.

3.

To appoint a qualified Executive Director
of the Library and to empower him to
employ additional personnel, as budgeted,
in order to assure the efficient administration of the Library.

4.

To approve regulations, procedures, and
rules established and enforced by the
Executive Director for the administration
of the Library.

5.

To establish assessments by agreement for
various user institutions of the Library.

6.

To appoint with the advice of the Executive
Director and the faculties of the Participating Institutions a Scientific Advisory
committee, whose function it shall be to
advise the Executive Director on the administration of the Library, to include
but not limiting to acquisitions of the
Participating Institutions in the normal
conduct of the affairs of the Library.
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Volumes of Nursing Texts.
1. Total number of books with
~ursing titles -- i.e., books written specifically for the nursing profession--is 1,160.
They can be ·generally broken down as follows:
Nursing, General (directories
125 titles
history, biographies, laws, e~c.
Nursing Education
Nursing, Professional & Ethnic
Specialities in Nursing

350 titles
210 titles
475 titles

2.
The number of titles that nursing students
would find directly relevant for their studies
is a difficult figure to obtain. However, the
following is a list of titles directly related
to nursing and nursing students:
Neurology, psychology, psychiatry,
and the nervous system
Pediatrics
Education
Social sciences and sociology

2,950 titles
633 titles
632 titles
771 titles

The Medical Center Library is currently operating
under three federal government grants.

One makes the library

the MEDLARS Center for the South Central Region of the United
States (Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and New Mexico).
MEDLARS will cease as a bibliographic tool after December,
1972 to be replaced by MEDLINE (MEDLARS On-Line), which the
library has been using since i t became available in February,
1972.

This also is a bibliographic tool, but it is more

flexible than .MEDLARS and i t enables the user to get instant
bibliographic data from a data base that consists of over
1200 journals and 500,000 articles indexed in INDEX MEDICUS.
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The third grant is a Library Extension Service grant
from the National Library of Medicine.

This is designed to

make the library more use£ul to hospitals in its assigned
area in Texas, and to help these same hospitals make their
libraries more useful to their own cliental.
Within the next several months, construction will
begin on a four-story addition to the present building that
will more than double the present size of the library.

The

existing facility will be completely remodeled following
the completion of the addition.

The new quarters, to be

finished in 1974, will enable the library to better handle
the increased demands of reference services, as well as
provide space for newer media such as audio-visual carrels,
microfilm readers and printers, video-tape monitors, computer
assisted instruction, and such.

Almost $600,000 for the

construction of this building has been received from the
National Institute of Health.
Facilities.

The stacks are open to the public so

readers may browse and locate the materials needed.

Staff

members are available for assistance, and readers are
encouraged to refer to them for guidance in locating
materials.
There are two main reading rooms in the Library:

the

Main Reading Room (first floor) and the Second Floor Reading
Room.

Room 200 is available for group study by reservation

with the Circulation Desk.
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Group study tables are available on the north wall
of the three periodical stack tiers.
may be used by anyone.

An unoccupied carrel

Typing is permitted on patron-

provided typewriters in the enclosed carrells.

Such

carrerls are available for assignment to faculty members
upon request at the Circulation Desk.
Services.

The Audio-visual Room houses the Library's

audio-visual meterials and its equipment, which includes
a slide projector, slide viewers, tape and cassette players,
a film projector.

Also available is a color monitor for

viewing closed-circuit television programs from the Medical
Community Television System, linking the educational and
research resources of twenty Texas Medical Center institutions.
Library users may also request the booking and borrowing of audio-visual materials, as well as individual literature searches for audio-visual material on specific subjects.

For this service see a reference librarian.
The Houston Academy o .f Medicine, Texas Medical Center

library seeks to meet the information needs of the entire
medical community of Harris County.

Although the public

is welcome to use materials in the library, borrowing
privileges are restricted to those who hold library
badges because of their affiliation with societies and
institutions supporting the Library.

In addition, qualified
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persons may obtain a fee-basis card upon application and
approval.

Persons qualified to borrow materials must

present a library badge when charging materials.

A fee

of $5.00 will be assessed for replacing a lost badge.
Holds - If a patron desires an item which is already
checked out to another person, he may ask at the Circulation
Desk that a hold be placed on the item.

This action will

assure that he will be notified when the item is returned
and that no one else may check out the item before he has
had an opportunity to use it.
Loan Period - Most materials are loaned for 2 weeks.
However, unbound periodicals to which the Library has a
duplicate subscription are loaned for only 3 days, and all
other unbound periodicals must remain in the Library for
reference use.
on the request of another patron, the Library reserves
the right to recall an item before the due date.
Paging - Though the Library presently has no way of
paging patrons, a patron may sign a sheet at the Circulation
Desk, if he expects calls while he is in the Library, and
that will signal to the Circulation Department personnel
that he is in the building.
him if a call comes in.

They will then attempt to locate
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Renewals - Two renewal periods are permitted, provided
that the item has not been requested by another reader.

Ad-

ditional renewal periods may be permitted when circumstances
warrant.
Reserve Books - Faculty members may request that items
designated as required reading for their students be placed
on reserve.

These items are shelved behind the Circulation

Desk, are limited to Library Use Only, and must be returned
to the Circulation Desk •
. Interlibrary Loan Department.

If a patron finds that

the material he needs is not owned by this library, he should
see a Reference Librarian.

This department may then request

the item from another library.

The reader will be expected

to pay whatever fees the lender may charge for postage or
photocopy.

If original material is sent, the due date

specific by the lending library must be carefully observed,
and if renewal is wanted, it must be requested in advance
of the due date.

Since interlibrary lending continues on

the basis of carefully preserved goodwill among libraries,
patrons are expected to respect the wishes of the lending
institution.
Photocopying Department.

Copying of library material

will be done only with current copyright restrictions (i.e.
only one copy of an article within a serial publication, and
less than complex chapter of a monograph).
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Patrons may make their own copies on the coin operated
copie r

(located on the first and second floors) for a charge

of 5 ce n ts p er exposure at any time the library is open.
Patrons wh o are eligible to charge photocopying may leave
material t o be copied by the Library staff for a charge of
10 cents pe r page.
Re f erence Department.

Reference books such as indexes,

abstracts, directories, bibliograhpies, and other selected
works , are shelved in the Main Reading Room.
Li brarians are available at the Reference Desk to
assi s t p a t rons i n the use of library materials.

Patrons who

are members of the Harris County Medical Society or are
f acul ty members of supporting institutions may also request
s earches.
TALON Regional Medical Library Program.

The Medical

Library Assistance Act of 1965 made possible the formation
o f a national network, coordinated by the National Library
o f Medicine, designed to improve and expand medical library
services.

Composed of eleven geographic regions, the network

of f ers extended services to scientific investigators in
p ublic and private institutions with programs of health prof essional education, service, and/or research, and to
i n dividuals engaged in these or related fields who lack
access to libraries through which to obtain such services.
Interlibrary Lending

This Library is one of eleven

designated resource libraries serving the TALON Regional
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Medical Library Program (Region IX), which includes Texas,
Arka n sas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and New Mexico.

Through it

qualif ied persons may request interlibrary lending and photocopy and reference services (see Interlibrary Loan Department above) .
MEDLINE - A service through the National Library of
Medicine o f fering demand bibliographic searching.

The MEDLINE

terminal , printing 30 characters per second, gives the user
access to a data base of articles from over 1,100 biomedical
journa l s cov ering at least the most recent 3 years of publication .

Access to the data is through a controlled vocab-

ular y of subject terms, along with authors and journal titles.
On-l ine printing is limited to 20 citations.

Additional

citat i ons are pri nted off-line at the National Library of
Medi cine and are mailed back to the Library the same day the
s e arch is run.

Bibliographic data includes the author,

title in English, the journal's name, volume and date with
t h e pages containing the article.
Houston Clinical Center Reading Room
The Houston Clinical Center Reading Room is housed in
the Houston Clinical Center office and classroom building
and is easily accessible to students and faculty.

Facilities

a v ailable in this library are inclusive of a reading room,
open stacks, and a reading and study skills laboratory.
Library hours are 8:00-5:00 Monday through Friday.
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The circulation desk is located in the main reading
room and is attended by the librarian.

Located in the read-

ing room are several tables and chairs to accommodate the
students.

These are accessible to the reserve shelves and

the periodicals.
Adjacent to the main reading room are the open book
stacks, cumulative indexes, and card catalog.

These stacks

house an adequate holding of nursing and health-related
titles in duplicate copies.

Also housed in the stacks are

bound journals, pamphlets files, and a reading carrel.
The reading laboratory is also adjacent to the main
reading room and is supervised by the Reading Specialist.
Housed in the lab are seven carrels equipped with controls
for recording and listening.

The Reading and Study Skills

Program materials include Edcuational Developmental Laboratories projectors, with accompanying filmstrips, and
Science Research Associates reading laboratories at varying
levels.

Additional audio-visual equipment for student and

faculty use includes several cassette tape recorders with
commercial and teacher-prepared tapes, and opaque projector,
and overhead projector, a video-tape recorder, a 16mm projector.

Appropriate selected materials accompany these

audio-visual aids.
Evaluations.

The quality of the library resources

is considered adequate and pertinent to the School of
Nursing.

Books are on open shelves, accessible to the
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who use the two libraries and are arranged in the classified
order using both the Dewey Decimal Systems and Library of
Congress System for classification.

In the Medical center

the Cunningham classified system is used.

Reserved books

are shelved together in a special reserved section within
each library.

Current issues are bound volumes and are

accessible to students and faculty.

Most materials are

kept in relatively good condition, books and periodicals
are rebound and audio-visual aids are remounted and repaired.

An effort is made to maintain materials in maximum

condition for usage.
There is no specific method of determining the degree
of library usage by students and staff of the department.
The manner in which content or subject matter is presented
and the methods of choice for instructions influence the
continuous use of the library by both students and faculty.
In addition, spot checks of bibliography and other resources
are conducted by the faculty at frequent intervals.
Other special resources at the College are available
for utilization by faculty and students of the School of
Nursing.

Two such resources are the Office of Research and

Special Projects and the Office of Institutional Research.
Office of Research and Special Projects.

The Vice-

president for research and special projects administers this
office.

This office is maintained for the solicitation of

funds for research and administration of special projects.
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The vice-president fac~litates the administration of special
projects and grants relative to the total College.

He

supervises under the direction of the Business Offices, the
Administration of budget for research and special projects.
Office of Institutional Research.

The Office of

Institutional Research is primarily concerned with directing
and coordinating all types of research relating to the many
phases of operation of the College.
studies encompass:

Specifically, these

Research on Admission Criteria, Unit

Cost, Space ~tilization, Faculty Teaching Loads, Registration,
and Student Performance on National Tests.

An additional

duty of this office is to coordinate self studies whether
required by the College or by an agency outside of the
College.
Learning Resource Center.

The Learning Resource

Center's major function is to provide media and services
which will assist in the improvement of the learning process
at Prairie View A&M College.

The staff of the Center is

responsible for doing all that is possible to help both
faculty and students to facilitate, expedite, and improve
the quality of learning.

The Center strives to serve

education in all of its forms -- from the strickly formal
to informal -- and to work with all groups and individuals
who seek to learn through the utilization of all available
media at the College.
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The Learning Resource Center is located in the W.R.
Bank s Library Building.

The Learning Resource Center has

the f o llowing departments:

the Instructional Materials

Center , the Audio-Video Resources Center and the Academic
Achievement Center.

Any student or staff meTClber of Prairie View A&M
College i s entitled to make use of all of the resources and
service s o f t he Learning Resource Center simply by verification o f identification of his connection with the college.
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XI.

FACILITIES

The College of Nursing has two facilities:

Pre-

Clini cal Divi sion on the Main Campus at Prairie View, Texas,
and the Cl in i cal Division in Houston, Texas.
Pre- Clini ca l Division
Th e Pre-Clinical Nursing Studies building located on
the south e rn s i de of the University occupies 3,585 square
feet .

With 2131 square feet of net assignable space.

This

space i nc l udes:
1.

2.

Administration
a.

Office space - 70 square feet

b.

Work area - 182 square feet

c.

Storage - 7.2 square feet

Instruction

a.

Classrooms - 759 square feet

b.

Laboratory - none
Offices - 449 square feet occupied
70 square feet occupied

c.

3.

storage - hall closets 272 square feet

Instruction Related Space
Coffee Room 22 square feet
Baths_ 240 square feet

The Pre-Clinical Nursing Studies Building contains the
designated areas of Administration,
f o llowing equipment in the
Ins t ruction and Public Service.
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1.

Administration
Phone - 4 with 3 call buzzers
Desk Caddies - 5
Desks
- 7
Chairs
- 24
Rand Adding Machine
Sharp Compet Adding Machine
Typewriter

2.

Instruction
a.

A.B. Dick 550 Mimeograph Machine

b.

Desks

c.

Chairs - 85

d.

Bulletin Boards - 2

e.

Bell

f.

File Cabinets -

g.

Chalk boards -

h.

Human Sexless Anatomical Model

i.

Media:
1.
2.
3.

j.

- 3

&

Howell Cassette Recorder - 1
5
4

Loneliness
Communication in Nursing
Fluid and Electrolytes Kits - 2

Small desk
Bookcase
Typing table

3.

Research - none

4.

Public Service
Display - 3 components
Chairs - 9
Desk - 1
Sofas - 3
Heaters - 4
waste baskets - 7
wood bookcase - 1
vacuum
Coat rack - 2
Desk lamp - 1
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Clinical Division
The College of Nursing Clinical Division is in Houston.
The Un i versity has leased the sixth floor in a modern office
building located at 2600 Southwest Freeway.

The total gross

area of the suite encompasses 12,722 square feet.

The facil-

ity i s e as i ly accessible to bus lines, thus allowing the
s tudents the opportunity to use multi-transportation systems.
Covered parking spaces located adjacent to the facility
in a multi -level garage are provided for faculty, staff and
students.

Janitorial and security services are available on

a ful l-time basis.
1.

Administration
The administrative suite includes the Dean's
office, conference room, office for an Administrative Assistant, clerical areas for two
secretaries, reception area, storage space in
all areas, and one restroom.

2.

Instruction
Instructional facilities for the theoretical
component of the Upper Division program include
three classrooms, a demonstration laboratory,
faculty-student lounge, two seminar rooms,
Library, Reading Room, audio-visual screening
area two reception areas, twenty-four offices,
8 st~rage areas and a media workroom and office.

3.

Instruction Related Facilities
Clinical facilities for the instructional program
of the Upper Division include public and private
community agencies in the Greater Houston area.
Public agencies utilized for clinical experiences
include:
the Harris County Hospital _D~strict
Hospitals and Neighb~rhood H7alth Clinics; ~he
veterans Administration Hospital; and the City
Health Department Clinics.
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St~dents rece~ve clinical experiences in two
private agencies, the Texas Children's and the
St: Luke's Episcopal Hospitals. A number of
private physician's offices are also utilized
for clinical experiences.
4.

Research
Research facilities are the Learning Resources
Center at the College of Nursing in Houston and
the Texas Medical Center Library. The College of
Nursing is a participant institution in the worldrenown Texas Medical Center Library System. The
faculty, students and staff are provided library
cards for use of this facility.

Equipment
1.

Administration
Administrative equipment includes general office
furniture and hardware: desks, chairs, credenzas,
file cabinets, typewriters, tables, duplicating
equipment (mimeograph, thermofax copiers), collating equipment, and miscellaneous office furniture
and accessories.

2.

Instruction
Instructional equipment includes classroom desks,
tables, blackboards, screening areas for audiovisual projection and audio-visual equipment in
many formats:
one black and white and two color
television monitors with video players; 16mm and
8mm film projectors, videocassette recorders and
players; opaque, overhead, filmstrip and slide
projectors; tape recorders and record player, and
photographic equipment.
The nursing laboratory equipment includes teaching
models, four beds and medical accessories in the
demonstration laboratory.

3.

Non-print and Print Media
Non-print media include audi~ recordings, 8 a~d
16mm films . videotapes and videocassettes, slides,
transparen~ies, audio-recordin~s, filmstrip/record
and filmstrip cassette collections.
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Printed media include basic and general reference
books and periodicals on nursing and related
fields, and pamphlet files on drugs and general
subjects. A large collection of reading enrichment materials is also available in the library.
4.

Public Service
Public services areas include two bathrooms,
public corridors and two elevators.

The value of equipment in the College of Nursing is as
follows:
Equipment valued over $200
Equipment valued under $200
Total Equipment Value

$ 5,000
90,000
$95,000
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XII.

STUDENTS:

ENROLLMENT, RETENTION, GRADUATION

Undergraduate
Since the fall of the 1975-76 academic school year,
approximately five hundred seventeen students have been enrolled i n the Prairie View A&M University College of Nursing.
The College of Nursing enrollment records for the four year
peri od through the academic year 1978-79 reflect the foliowing data:
1.
2.

3.

Two hundred forty {240) of the students initially
enrolled are currently enrolled in the program.
Ninety {90) students have completed all of the
necessary requirements to have obtained the baccalaureate degree in Nursing. This figure reflects
a graduation rate of thirty-two {32) percent.
One hundred sixty-three {163) students have failed
or withdrawn from the program. This figure reflects an attrition rate of thirty one and five
tenths {31.5) percent during this time period.

Table I and Table II are graphical illustrations of
the enrollment progressions at the various academic levels
through the time period indicated.

Table I
Students: Enrollment, Retention
and Graduation 1975-1979

Academic Year

Undergraduate

1975-76

1976-77

1977-78

1978-79

451

433

368

415

89

Table II
Graduation
1975-1976

1976-1977

1977-1978

1978-1979

Total

36

24

21

100

19

The increase in student enrollment at the sophomore
level, as illustrated in Table I, was attributed to two
factors.

These factors were (1) increased student retention

from the freshman year and (2) the return of former students
to the program.

Both factors were enhanced by the funding

of the proposal by Kellogg Foundation.

These funds provided

for the institution of vestibule courses for students whose
academic performance was below the level necessary for progression to the upper division nursing major.

Consequently,

students were provided the opportunity to enroll in courses
to increase reading and study skills, as well as courses to
increase their cognitive level in the biological and physical
sciences.
Graduate
There are no graduate students in the College of
Nursing at the present time.

Plans for future graduate stu-

dents will be discussed in Section II:

Proposed Changes.
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XIII.

STUDENTS:

OPERATION VANGUARD

The College of Nursing is in compliance with University
policy related to Recruitment, Selection Criteria, Admission
Standards and Admission Procedures for students utilized in
Operation Vanguard, a program established to promote student
enrollment ·in the University.
A.

Recruitment Model

B.

Selection Criteria:

(see next page).

All students admitted to the College of Nursing
(Nursing major may be declared the first year)
must be of good moral character and satisfactory
physical health as determined by physical examination.
C.

Admission Standards:
1.

Pre-Clinical Component
Admission by certificate:

All students who

have graduated from an accredited four year
high school with a minimum of fifteen units of
work or from a secondary school organized with
separate junior high school and three years
senior high school, with a minimum of twelve
units completed in the upper three years of
high school are admitted without examination.
The following ten units from high school are
required:

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF NURSING

RECRUITMENT MODEL
Activities

Goals
Enrollment
(Undergraduate)
A. Freshmen
1. Black
2. White
3. Mexican-American
4. Other

B.

C.

Transfer
1. Black
2. White
3. Mexican-American
4. Others
Special Students
1. Black
2. White
3. Mexican-American
4. Other

D.

Out-of-State and/or
Foreign

E.

Former Students

F.

Veterans

G.

High Achievers
Male Students
LVN's
RN's with A.O. or
Diploma

H.
I.

J.

1.

Career Conferences
(1,2,3,4,S,7,9,lO,ll,12,16,18,19,20,21)
2. Carnivals (Information)
(1,2,3,4,S,7,9,l0,11,12,16,18,19,21)
3. Speakers Bureau
(l,S,7,9,10,ll,15,16,17,19)
4. Visits to College of Nursing
(1,2,3,4,S,6,7,8,9,10,ll,12,14,15,16,
17,18,19,21)
5. Home yisits
(1,3,4,S,6,7,8,lO,ll)
6. Church Relations
(l,3,4,S,6,7,8,lO,ll,18,19)
7. Professional Organizations and Special
Groups
(1,2,3,S,6,7,8,9,l0,11,12,13,16,20,21)
8. Mailings
(1,2,4,S,7,8,l2,l5,l6,l7,19)
9. School-Community Visits
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,l0,11,12)
10. Media-Public Information
(l,2,5,7,9,10,ll,12,15,16,17,18,l9)
11. Publications
(1,2,5,7,9,10,l2,15,l6,17,18,l9,20)
12. Personal Contact
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,lO,ll,12,l3,l4,15,16,
17,18,19,20,21)
13. Capping Ceremony
(1,3,4,7,9,ll,15,18,21)
14. Pinning Ceremony
(1,3,4,7,9,11,15,18,21)

Responsible Age ncies
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Methods

Colleges, Schools &
1.
Depts. & nur s i ng
2.
Admissions
Faculty Associates
H.S. Student Associates
University Student
3.
Associates
4.
Parents and Guardians
5.
Associates
Nursing Alumni
Association
Minister's Council
Public Information Office
Friends of the University
Advisory Councils
Office of Veterans' Affairs
Retired Teacher's
Association
Prairie View Community
President's Office
Administration
ROTC Units
Nursing Organizations
TNSA, Chi Eta Phi,
Sigma Theta Tau
Student Leaders
Cluster

&

Material:

University
Admis sion
College of
Nursing
pamphlets, news·
letters
News releases
Consultants
University
literature

ID

I-'
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English
Mathemati~s
History and Civ~cs
Natural Science
(with laboratory)
Admission by Examination:

3
3
3
1

units
units
units
unit
Any or all of the

unit requirements for admission may be met by
passing the entrance examination.
Admission Placement with College Credit:
Students may enter advanced placement with
college credit by examination.

Credit is

awarded based on scores on College Entrance
Examination Board (CEEB) Achievement Tests and
Advanced Placement Tests and scores on College
Level Examination Program Tests (CLEP).
Admission to Advanced Standing by Transfer of
College Credits:

A student transferring from

another college is admitted to advanced standing upon presentation of evidence showing
honorable dismissal and official transcript of
all work completed.

Transfer credit may be

granted for each course taken at another institution according to the policy outlined below.

a.

The university grants provisional

credit for courses taken at another institution which is approved by an established
accrediting agency in the section in which the
institution is located provided that the
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course consists of content similar to a course
offered at this University, and provided that
a grade of "C" or higher is earned.

This

applies to all courses except the Nursing
major.

Courses within the Nursing major may

be challenged.
b.

Final acceptance of transfer credits

depends upon the maintenance of satisfactory
standing by the student during the first
semester

of his attendance.

Admission by Individual Approval:

Students who

are over 21 years of age are admitted to University courses without examination by individual approval.

Such persons must show evidence

that they have substantially completed the
work represented by the number of admission
units required of other applicants and have
sufficient ability and seriousness of purpose
to do the work desired with profit to themselves and satisfaction to the faculty.
Students admitted under individual approval do not receive credit toward a certificate or degree until the fifteen admission
units are absolved.
as follows:

These units are absolved

Upon completion of Freshman

English three admission units are granted; two
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units in Mathematics are granted upon completion of Freshman Mathematics; two units of
history and civics are granted for completion
of Freshman Social Service; one unit in science
is granted for completion of Freshman Level
Science course.

Any or all of these admission

units are granted upon completion of 30 semester hours of University work provided the
average is no lower than "C".
2.

Admission Standards:
a.

Clinical Nursing Studies

Admission to the Clinical Nursing Studies
is contingent upon the student's successful completion of all prerequisite courses
stipulated in the College of Nursing Curriculum Schedule and achievement of a 2.0
accumulative grade point average or above.

b.

Admission by Transfer of College Credit
Admission is granted to students who have
successfully completed courses in other
institutions equivalent to prerequisite
courses of the College of Nursing Curriculum and courses meeting general degree
requirements of the University and who
have an accumulative grade point average
of 2.0 or better.

Note Exception:

Generic

and transfer students are required to have
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an accumulative grade point average of 2.7
and 3.0 respectively prior to enrolling in
the introductory nursing course during the
summer sessions due to the accelerated
pace of summer sessions implementation.
c.

Admission Procedures:
1.

All students are admitted to the
College of Nursing in accordance with
University policy which requires admission to the University prior to
admission to the College of Nursing.
The student files an application
for admission with the Office of Admissions along with the proper transcripts
of high school units and/or college
credits from other institutions.

The

student is notified by the Office of
Admissions when the application for
admission is approved.

Admission to

the Pre-Clinical component of the
College of Nursing is approved with
admission to the University.
Transfer students to the Clinical
component of the College of Nursing are
admitted to the University through the
procedure described above.

Matricula-

tion in the Clinical Component is
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approved for the transfer student when
the College of Nursing, in cooperation
with the Office of the Registrar, has
determined that the student has satisfied pre-requisites of the Nursing
Curriculum through courses taken in
another institution of higher learning.
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XIV.

STUDENTS:

OPERATION SUCCESS PROGRAM

Student Success Development Programs:
Studies

p

re-

c1·inical
·
Nursing

Academic Success
Basic Skills Development
All aspects of academic success are designed to accomplish the educational program of the College of Nursing.

This

program is designed uniquely to meet the needs of the learner
based o~ competency.

In order to meet the rising demands of

basic skills development of the learner, vestibule courses
have been designed.

These courses at present include:

a.

Nursing 300 - a study skills competency course
designed to enhance and improve study abilities,
with emphasis placed on the application of logic,
reason, discipline, and value judgments for professional nursing;

b.

Nursing 330 - an independent study designed explicitly for the application of basic mathematical
skills to nursing problems;

c.

Nursing 350 - a study course emphasizing the importance of effective verbal and nonverbal communication for the professional nurse and proficiency
in reading, writing, and speaking;

d.

Nursing 360 - an independent course designed to
introduce the learner to interviewing techniques,
communication skills, the problem solving techniques, and the writing of simple care plans; and

e.

Nursing 370 - focusing on prior_know~edge, reasoning, and integration of the ~asic scien 7e courses
for application in the practice of nursing.
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These courses reflect on the Uni;ersity's success
program, Operation Care.

This is a developmental program

designed to facilitate the learner in finding a purpose in
life, improving on values and goals, and serving the community.
Resource Utilization Cometence
Those students who indicate nursing as their major
field of study receive additional information and advisement
upon arrival at the University.

Each student is made aware

of the learning resources available, especially the Library
and Learning Resource Center found on the Main Campus.

Ad-

ditional information concerning special tutorial services is
shared with the student upon arrival.

At present, these

tutorial sessions include the following course materials:
mathematics, chemistry, microbiology, and human anatomy and
physiology.

Preparatory sessions are set up to aid the stu-

dents to successfully take the National League for Nurses
Examination.

Many teacher-student conferences are set up

weekly to advise students, counsel them or just to have an
occasional informal talk to further assess the student's
needs.

As a part of Operation Care, pep talks and success

seminars are held monthly, sometimes weekly, lead by the
Associate vice-President for Student Affairs to aid in stimulating student performance motivation, and to assist them
in understanding themselves better.
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Personal Management
Due to the constant teacher-student interactions,
class attendance and participation is stressed.

As a result,

many students are challenged with advanced course materials
to give added professional competency.

With nursing being a

profession of its own, selected and appropriate dress and
behavior is a priority at all times.
Personal/Social Success
With the student being the recipient of the educational program, it is imperative to offer opportunities for
the student's develppment as a person, citizen, and professional.

The faculty participates in a cooperative effort

with all student personal services.

It is the philosophy of

the faculty and Operation Care to commit themselves to aiding
the student in maintaining personal and social success.
Guidance and counseling is offered in four major areas:
1) Personal needs, 2) Social needs, 3) - Financial needs, and
4) Intellectual needs.
Personal Needs
In conjunction with Operation Care, the faculty
strives to stimulate self-pride and motivation in all stu=
dents on an individual basis.

Independent study courses and

activities are set up to broaden the learners' sense of
achievement in all aspects of life and to stimulate a higher
level of motivation and independency.

Health needs and
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habits are reinforced through visitations to the campus
hospital and by audio-visual aids.

There are medical serv-

ices available for each student and a doctor on hand at all
times.
Much care is given to afford each student with maximum
benefits in the areas of cultural awareness and religious
beliefs.

Cultural activities are scheduled monthly in the

dormitories as well as being incorporated into classroom
sessions.

It is the responsibility of the University to meet

student's ~eligious needs.

Therefore, non-denominational

services are held in the designated area for chapel and
Sunday School.

The student can become a part of any of the

religious activities taking place on campus, such as singing
and Bible study groups.

It is the intent of the University

to provide the students with opportunity for participation in
religious activities without promoting any specific denomination.
Social Needs
Many students come to the University from disadvantaged areas and homes.

It is the responsibility of the

t
1.·n adJ'usting to university life in
f aculty to a1.'d stud ens
all aspects, especially adjustment away from home, with peers,
·
and with superiors.

To enhance these needed adjustments,

positive group interactions have been set up in the department to allow any student the opportunity to express his/her
problems.

These interactions also allow students to help
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each other, become involved in problem-solving, and to seek
advisement from a qualified counselor while in these settings.
Student activities, honor societies, and clubs are set
up to ensure continued development of leadership and fellowship abilities.

They are designed under the guidance of a

faculty member to encourage students to become actively
engaged in those things of interest to them and to promote
good citizenship and cooperation skills.

The Nursing Club is

designed for all students proclaiming nursing as their major
field of study.

The main objective is to unify all nursing

students and become actively involved in volunteer community
work.

Other activities are sponsored by the department or by

the Nursing Club.

These activities are scheduled bi-monthly

for each semester.
Students who make the President's Honor Roll are
honored with special gatherings or visitation privileges for
professional experiences.

Those students who fail to make

the honor roll are encouraged to do better and are occasionally allowed to go to job visitation sites and meetings.
Financial Needs
Many of our students are economically deprived and
require financial assistance to pursue a higher education.
The department offers t h ose s tud ents who qualify loans and
scholarships in supplement to University loans, grants, and
scholarships.

work-study programs are set up to aid students

•
h'l studying to pay for tuition and fees.
to work part-time w i e
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Intellectual Needs
Each student is assigned to a particular faculty
member for counseling and advisement purposes for his/her
length of stay at the University.

This approach ensures

meeting the student on an individual basis and aiding in
problems that may be encountered through his/her educational
years on campus.

It further provides a basis for knowing the

student in case letters of recommendation are required in the
future for job opportunities or awards.

Proper selection of

courses and utilization of proper study habits are stressed
by each faculty member to the students upon their arrival to
the department.

Care is taken when advising each student on

selection of a major that is best suited for him/her.

This

allows the student to become more aware of his/her potentials
and future career plans.
Student Success Development Programs:
Clinical Nursing Studies
Academic Success
Re-inforcement of Basic Skills
Basic skills developed during the Pre-Clinical Nursing
studies are reviewed and re-inforced through application in
problem solving in upper division nursing courses.
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Resource Utilization Competence
The instructional program assists the student in
achieving the objectives of the College of Nursing and ultimately academic success and competence.

The objectives in-

clude changes in attitudes, interests, motivations, knowledge,
skills and other capabilities that are defined in specific
behavioral characteristics.
Learning experiences include formal classes, seminars,
laboratory experiences and clinical practice based on the
objectives, the conceptual framework, and content outlined
for each course.

Thus, as aids to academic success and

competency the student must utilize appropriate resources
diligently which include:
1)
2)

Completing each unit's instructional module in
the course prior to the formal class which
relates to the modules.
Utilizing recommended audio-visual aids as instructed for theoretical, laboratory or
clinical experiences:
Slides
Transparencies
Television
Filmstrips
Film
Cassette Tapes
Tapes

3)

4)

5)

Reading textbooks and supplemental recommended
references as stipulated.
.
.
Practicing selected basic nursin~ ski~ls to
satisfactory perform~n~e as o~tlin7d in a
_
·f·
u;de
of
critical
points
in
perform
speci ic g •
•
t
t
ance of each skill. Theoretica 1 con en_
related to the skill precedes the teaching of
the skill.
.d
d d
1 1·
Utilizing the Assessment Gui ea~
eve op ng
the care plan as instr~cte~ to aid in meeting
clinical experience obJectives.
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The students have access to thew. R. Banks Library on
the Main Campus, the branch library in the College of Nursing
at Houston, and the Houston Academy of Medicine Library in
the Texas Medical Center.
The on campus library is used primarily by the PreClinical Studies students, while the students matriculating
in the clinical component of the curriculum utilize the other
two resources.

A personal card to utilize the Houston Acad-

emy of Medicine Library is issued to each· student enrolled in
a clinical course.
The facilities are readily accessible to the students.
Programs throughout the year are offered which motivate and
encourage the use of library resources.

A library orienta-

tion at each facility is provided to students on the effective utilization of library resources.

Each facility is

attended by the professional librarian.
The students photocopy pertinent materials for a
small charge per exposure.
Each facility provides an atmosphere conducive to
studying in a non-stimulating physical environment.

One may

utilize the open tables or carrells in the College of Nursing
or a closed booth at the Houston Academy of Medicine Library.
Reference materials may be checked out and used for a specified period outside the library setting.
students view audio-visual material in groups or individually related to aiding in modular completion,
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acquisition of knowledge to achieve specific objectives, or
learning new basic skills.

Students are taught to operate

some of the machines to facilitate utilization.
The Houston Academy of Medicine Library facilities are
used to secure books through inter-library loans and a printout of the latest references on a specific subject.
Learning Resources Center
In each library facility, a learning resource center
is incorporated.

Students are encouraged to use the mate-

rials available to foster individual development and meet his
own needs.

Some listen to tapes of lectures, develop A/V

media, utilize materials to improve reading skills or use a
carrel for individual media viewing or listening.
Tutorial Sessions
The College of Nursing provides structured enrichment
sessions to supplement the student's learning experiences and
expand their knowledge base.

These sessions are held with

individuals in small groups, and/or involve the entire class
prior to the following examinations.
These activities consist of teacher assisted review
classes, individualized sessions, and small group tutored
·
th a t provi"de students the opportunity to successsessions
fully complete the educational objectives of the course.
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Teacher Conferences
Conferences are held on voluntary and compulsory basis
for counseling and guidance in the areas o f personal, social,
budgetary, academic matters, and career planning.
dents are assigned to faculty advisors.

All stu-

conferences and

counseling referrals and sessions are recorded to become a
part of the students' permanent record.
Personal Management
Class Attendance
Students are expected to attend all class meetings of
each course for which they have registered and be punctual.
The instructor's daily record shall constitute the official
account of the student's attendance.

Tardiness to the class-

room and clinical center is not tolerated.
Absences shall be classified as excused and unexcused.
An excused absence would be granted in the following circum-

stances:

illness, death of a close relative, and unusual

situations recognized by the administration.

When ever a

student incurs any number of excused or unexcused absences or
tardiness, which adversely affect course work, the student
will be scheduled for a conference with the Team Coordinator
by the student's academic advisor.

If warranted, formal

recommendations will be made to the Dean of the College of
Nursing accordingly.
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In addition, if a student is tardy to a formal class,
he has to obtain a permit from a member of the teaching team
to enter the class.

Consequently, there is very little in-

dividual consistent absenteeism or tardiness.
Appropriateness of Dress
The uniform designed for the College of Nursing is
worn during involvement in clinical experiences and for other
specified events.

Otherwise, the students wear "street

clothes" which are appropriate for the occasion.

Extremes in

dress have not been an issue or concern.
Appropriateness of Behavior
A mode of behavior appropriate for the professional is
a requirement of the student's learning process.

Role model-

ing by instructors and guidance as necessary in this area
facilitates development.
Class Participation
The students are actively involved in the teachinglearning process.

The completion of the instructional module

prior to the related class discussion allows the student to
validate and clarify course content through verbalization
and/or questions.

small group discussions and role playing

are employed as strategies in the teaching-learning process
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to involve student participation.

Group or individual pre-

sentation affords input from the students.
Advanced ~ontent and.Professional Competence
and Commitment to High Academic Standards
While a program involving advanced content has not
been implemented in the College of Nursing for generic students, development for professional competence is constant by
evaluation.
Student

learning experiences pertinent to professional

competence are evaluated through utilization of the following
tools:

Anecdotal Record, Checklist, Clinical Evaluation Tool,

Quiz, Major Examinations, Reports, and Student Self Evaluation.
Conferences are held with each student at designated
intervals to keep him appraised of the status of his performance.
Many students enrolled in the College of Nursing
receive commendations and honors during each academic year.
Student commitment to high academic standards is illustrated
by the large number of nursing majors who make the Dean's
•

I

list and are honored suring the Fall and Spring Honors
Convocations.
Through personal commitment to excellence, some stun's List each semester they are
dents' names appear on th e Dea
enrolled in the College of Nursing.
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Personal/Social Success
The commitment of faculty and staff to the personal/
social success of each student duri'ng p re-C 1·1.nical Studies is
continued by the faculty and staff of the Upper Division.
Students are encouraged to attend cultural activities individually and group admission tickets to cultural events are
provided when funds are available.
Career Success
Students indicating an interest in nursing as a career
are introduced to the course, Introduction to Professional
Nursing their first semester enrolled at the University.

The

course is given to acquaint the students with history, trends,
and careers in nursing; and to help them realize the significance of those interdisciplinary courses required in the
curriculum.
Students are exposed to clinical settings pursuant to
their actual clinical courses, and are given the opportunity
to interact with other nurses and nurse faculty members while
at pre-clinical.
Many students work in hospitals or other clinical
areas during their summer breaks.
various activities in the college utilize successful
alumni members as participants in such areas as success seminars, capping ceremonies, pinning ceremonies.
All students are enrolled in specific required courses
as prerequisites to nursing courses.

In addition, students
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are given special assistance in areas of weakness to aid them
in preparation for their required and professional courses.
Also, students have the option of 15 credits to elect courses
to enrich their personal development.
Standardized National League for Nursing tests in
required courses are given to assess what the students have
learned and to predict success in writing State Board Examinations.
There are career day activities where areas of job
opportunities are represented.
visit these areas.

Students are encouraged to

Also students are exposed to job site

possibilities during their Academic Laboratory Experiences.
Participation in professional meetings and activities
in career fields is encouraged for all students.

Student

participation in Health related activities such as The Heart
Association's blood pressure screening programs is actively
promoted in the student population.
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XV.

STUDENTS:

OPERATION CARE PROGRAMS

Pre-Clinical Nursing Studies
The Pre-Clinical Nursing Program subscribes to the
policies and philosophy of the University in its efforts to
assist all students in achieving success.

The institution

has developed a program, Operation Care, with the primary
function of motivating students to succeed based on the
understanding that a "Special" someone cares.

As a part of

the institution's effort to insure success, the Pre-Clinical
Nursing Program has developed a "Care" program for its nursing students.

Special classes called vestibule courses have

been inaugurated and staffed with full time instructors.
These courses are designed to strengthen the students'
abilities in areas of communication and computation skills
with the goal of increasing success in the pre-requisite
professional nursing courses, thereby, increasing retention
in the program.
Clinical Nursing Studies
Activities directed toward student retention and
progression, initiated in the Pre-Clinical Division, are
· · ·
continued in the Clinical Division.

Advisors are selected

for students on entry into the Clinical Program.

Counseling

continues in the areas of academic, economic, social and
emotional aspects of student life.

The student's self-image
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is strengthened and self-direction and self-confidence are
encouraged.
Enrichment and tutorial sessions are provided students
on both an individual and group basis.
ing skills is an on-going process.

Practice in test tak-
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XVI.

STUDENTS:

FOLLOW-UP

Graduates are asked to complete a follow-up survey
questionnaire and return i t to the College of Nursing.

These

surveys are conducted periodically to keep the College of
Nursing informed about their progress, residence, professional
and marital status.

The responses are filed and used for

educational and research purposes.

In addition, graduates

are invited to participate in the many social and professional activities sponsored by the College of Nursing.
Periodically, employees are asked to evaluate our
recent graduates.

These evaluations provide valuable infor-

mation on effectiveness of our graduates in their various
areas of employment.
Contact with former students enable the College of
Nursing to recommend graduates when educational or employment
opportunities are available.

Information from follow-up of

students is used to further plan and implement the College of
Nursing's programs.
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XVII.

STUDENT LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION

Course Content and Learner Competencies
The College of Nursing perceives that learners are
unique individuals with similar, culturally distinct backgrounds who have identified a common educational goal.

With

this appreciation of the background of learners, the faculty
utilizes varied techniques to aid students' cognitive,
affective and psychomotor development.
Course Materials
Materials utilized to facilitate student learning vary
and are determined by specific content area and class size.
In addition, materials are selected to enhance individual
student learning styles.

Examples of materials are

summarized below:
1.

Audio-visual
Graphics, including charts, transparencies, and
posters
.
•
f" 1
d
Audio tapes, Video-tapes, filmstrips,
i ms, an
slide-tapes

2.

Auto-tutorial
.
Modules teacher-made learning packets
textbooks and review books

3.

Problem-solving case studies,_life-size mannequins
and client-centered presentations.

Methods of Teaching
ry with content to be mastered,
Teaching methods Va
. d" "dual student learning needs. The
class size and in ivi
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faculty obtains diagnostic assessment data about students to
determine learning needs and st yes.
1

Teaching methods

utilized by faculty at the College o£ Nursing are summarized
as follows:
1.

Cognitive Skills
New content is usually introduced utilizing
modules, lect~re, d 7monstration, role, playing,
small group discussion, and field trips.

2.

Psychomotor Skills
Teacher-demon~trations, films, filmstrips,
student-practice laboratories, clinical labortory practices.with human subjects, stimulated
laboratory practice, process recordings, clientcentered conferences, and teaching practicums.

3.

Affective Skills
Role-modeling by faculty members, client-centered
simulated situations, group discussions, clinical
laboratory practices utilizing management techniques with human subjects, and role playing.

Learning Facilities
Facilities utilized for student learning include those
housed at Prairie View A&M University, the College of Nursing
at Houston, as well as those of various primary and secondary
health care agencies located in the Houston metropolitan
area.

Faculty members assume the responsibility for select-

ing experience within specific guidelines to enhance the
educational needs of learners; moreover, in keeping with
the facultys' belief that close correlation between cognitive
ability and the application of such ability promotes the
development of competence in nursing, tea~hing is done
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concurrently in the classroom and 1.·n agencies providing
health care services.
Primary health care agencies utilized as learning
facilities include general hospitals and official health
care agencies.

Primary agencies selected for learning

facilities must meet the following criteria.
1.

Be accredited by the appropriate accrediting
agency.

2.

Ha~e an organized Nursing Service Department
which adheres to standards for nursing service
as outlined by the American Nurses' Association
and the National League for Nursing.

3.

Have a written contract with the College of
Nursing.

4.

Have an on-going in-service education program.

Secondary health care agencies used as facilities
for learning are those with whom the College has noncontractual or verbal agreement.

Such facilities include

private physicians' offices, school districts, comprehensive health care clinics, child care and extended care
agencies.

Such facilities, to be selected for student

learning experiences, must be staffed with qualified
personnel.
Curricular Experiences
The curricular experiences are organized to promote
opportunities for mastery of specific learning objectives.
In an effort to guide learners' progression and ultimate
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achievement of the four terminal curriculum objectives,
planned experiences require that learners demonstrate
behaviors in the cognitive, psychomotor and affective
domains.
In-class and laboratory experiences include selfdirected utilization 0£ teacher made learning packets,
listening, speaking, reading, role-playing, working with
small groups to achieve identified objectives, and
demonstration of specific psychornotor skills necessary to
the delivery of health care to clients.

Learners utilize

practice time in class directed laboratories to achieve
minimal competency in required nursing skills.

Faculty

observe and guide learners during clinical laboratory
sessions to insure that desired behaviors are manifested
by learners and that safety of human subjects is insured.
out of class experiences are planned and directed to
assist learners in the achievement of objectives in the same
manner as in-class experiences.

In addition, out of class

activities such as field trips, workshops, and community
projects are utilized to supplement clinical and classroom
experiences and to assist learners' development of specific
professional relationships.
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XVIII.

CURRICULUM

Organization of Curriculum
The Curriculum for the College of Nursing is organized
into five major teaching areas:

four Traditional and one

non-traditional.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pre-Clinical Nursing studies
Medical-Surgical Nursing
Psychiatric and Community Health Nursing
Maternal and Child Health Nursing
Non-Traditional Baccalaureate Nursing

The Curriculum of the Coli.ege of Nursing as in other
academic departnents, incorporates the core requirements of
the University.

In support of the University philosophy,

the nursing curriculum is organized into components.

The

first component includes basic course offerings in humanities, liberal arts, natural and behavioral sciences; the
second component includes course offerings specific to the
professional nurse course.

Each component is developed

sequentially as shown in the following curriculum schedule:
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TRADITIONAL BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
PEOGRAM IN NURSING
Curriculum Schedule
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF NURSING
CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS (130 Hours)
Freshman
English 113 • • • • • • • • •
Granunar and Composition
Chemistry 114
General Inorganic Chemistry
Biology 154 . . . . . . . . .
Hl.llllan Anatomy & Physiology
Pyschology 113 • • • • • • •
General Psychology
*Elective

3

4
4
3
3

English 123 • • . • • • . •
Reading and Composition
Chemistry 124 • • . • • • •
General Inorganic Chemistry
Biology 164
• • • . • • •
Human Anatomy & Physiology
Political Science 113 . • . •
American Government I
*Elective • • • • • • • • .

3

4
4
3

3

17

17
Sophomore
Foods 143
Food & Nutrition
Biology 334 • • • .
General Microbiology
Child Development 373
Child Development & Guidance
History 1 73 • • • • • •
U.S. History 1492-1876
*Elective
. • • • • •

3

4
3
3
3
16

Sociology 273 • . • .
General Sociology
History 183 • • • • .
U.S. History 1877 to Present
Political Science 123
American Government II
English 213 • • • • • • • •
Fundamentals of Speech
*Elective

3
3
3
3
6

18

**Summer Session
Nursing 205-Nursing Intervention I
Fl.llldamentals of Nursing

5

Junior
N310-Nursing Intervention II
Nursing Care of Mother &
Infant
**Sociology 333
Social Psychology

12

3

15

N32Q-Nursing Intervention III 15
Nursing Care of Adults &
Children
15
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Senior
N410-Nursing Intervention IV l5
Nursing 410 Psychiatric,
15
Public Health, and Intensive
Care of Adults and Children

N420-Nursing Intervention V
Nursing Symposium

l2
12
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To facilitate the entry, retention, and progression
of students in the College of Nursing, special programs and
activities have been initiated,

These programs and activities

have expanded the current nursing program by adding new learning resources and teaching strategies.
The Vestibule Program
One of the most beneficial components of a special
project, funded by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, to improve
nursing education for high risk students has been the
Vestibule Program.

Initially the program was ina~surated to

provide assistance for unsuccessful students in the clinical
component.

However, i t was expanded to students enrolled in

Pre-Clinical Nursing studies to enrich their learning
experiences and expand their knowledge base.
The Objectives of the program are as follows:
1.

Develop a desire to succeed in the profession of
nursing.

2.

Develop self-discipline, self-co~fidence,_and
wholesome attitudes toward learning and life
as a professional nurse.

3.

Become aware of the needs for in~ependent t~inking, logical reasoning, and continued learning.

4.

Increase the reading levels of ~tud~n~s while_
developing fluent reading of scientific materials.

5.

Increase the ability for self-expression through
writing.
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6.

Develop competencies in mathematics microbiology
anatomy, and phys.iol~gy, study · skills, . written '
and :7erbal express.ion, and reading as related to
nursing.
·

The implementation of these objectives has had both
formal and informal manifestations.

The most obvious mani-

festation has been in the development of structured courses
designed to achieve the academic objective.

On the other

hand the College of Nursing has sought to instill and improve
the student's self-image, self-confidence and self-discipline
through a variety of informal, yet structured activities.
Such activities have included seminars, workshops, field
trips, counseling, and participation in professional nursing
organizations.
Course (Non-Traditional
Prairie View A&M University College of Nursing offers
a two year program of study designed for registered nurses
who wish to obtain a Bachelor of Science degree in nursing.
This upward mobility program builds upon the student's
prior experience from ei'th er formal education or work
settings.

Its primary focus is the promotion of professional

development through self-direction, creativity and increase
knowledge.
·
1 u rn consists of sixty-six (66) hours of
The Curricu
•
sand twelve (12) hours of general
nursing education course
education courses.

Credit for nursing education courses
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maybe earned by pass.i~g Challe.nge examination.

Thirty-five

(35) credit hours maybe earned by passing the appropriate
ACT Proficiency Examinations and

the

Clinical Proficiency Examinations.

College of Nursing's
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Non Traditional Baccalaureate
Degree Program In Nursing
Curriculum Schedule
Junior
Fall Semester

Semester Hours

*Nursing 323 Pathophysiology I
*Nursing 4 34 Human Behavior and Developmental Crisis
*Nursing 414 Nursing I - Nursing Process
Psychiatric 233 Fundamentals of Statistics

3
4
6
3

16

Spring Semester
*Nursing
*Nursing
*Nursing
Nursing

333
424
426
423

Pathophysiology II
Nursing II Individual Health Assessment
Nursing II Community Nursing
Research Process in Nursing

3
4

6

3
16

First Summer Session
Nursing 303
Nursing 324

Nursing Elective
Nursing Elective

4
4
8

Senior
Second Summer Session
General Education Requirement
General Education Requirement

3
3
6

Fall Semester
*Nursing
*Nursing
Nursing
Nursing

446
403
334
444

Nursing IV Community Nursing
Issues and Change in Professional Nursing
Nursing Elective
Nursing Elective

6
3
4

4

17
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Spring Semester
Nursing 466 Independent Study
General Education Elective
Special Topics

*

6
3

6
15

Course requirement may be met by passing a Challenge Examination
Total hours in the Curriculum
Total hours that may be challenged

78
35

**Clinical profi~iency_examination satisfies the requirement for
clinical experi ence in Nursing
·
414 Nursing I Nursing Process.

Proposed Challenge Examination

The following courses may be challenged by PEP Examination for
Credit.

Semester
Hours
Credit

Prairie View A&M University Course

PEP Examinations

Pathophysiology I
Pathophysiology II
Human Behavior and Development
Crises
Nursing I - Nursing Process
Nursing II - Individual
Health Assessment
Nursing III - Conmuni ty Heal th
Nursing IV - Community Heal th
Research Process in Nursing
Issues and Changes in Professional
Nursing
Nursing Elective - 4 hours
Nursing Elective - 4 hours
Nursing Elective - 4 hours

477 Health :Restoration II

6

503 Psychiatric/Mental
Health Nursing
4
6
425 Health :Restoration I
Prairie View Examination 4
530 Health Support, Area I 6
577 Health Support, II
6
Examination not available
426 Professional Strategies, 3
Nursing
Examination not available
Examination not available
Examination not available
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PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF NURSING
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Nursing 323 - Pathophysiology I - 3 SH
Normal, compensatory, and pathological mech ·
7elated to physiological function in healtha~~~rns
llness. Pr 7requisuties: Human Anatomy and Phys7iology,
Chemistry and Microbiology.
Nursing 333 - Pathophysiology II - 3 SH
Assessment of physiological function in illness.
Rationale for therapeutic regimen. Prereuisite:
Pathophysiology I.
Nursing 434 - Human Behavior and Developmental Crisis - 4 SH
Focuses upon individual development throughout the life
cycle. Developmental crises that affect individual
~nd group behavior are identified. Maladaptive behavior
is assessed.
Nursing 414 - Nursing I - Nursing Process - 6 SH
Emphasis is focused upon the nursing process and
therapeutic use of self in intervening in developmental
crises. Taken concurrently with Human Behavior and
Development crises.
Nursing 424 - Nursing II - Individual Health Assessment - 4 SH
Focuses upon application of theoretical knowledge
acquired in Nursing I by performing health assessment
for well individual through the life cycle. Identify
health problems. Utilize technique~ of hist~ry.
taking and recording, performs physical exanu.nation
and developmental screening. Concepts of problem
oriented records are introduced.
Nursing 426 - Nursing III - community Nursing - 6 SH
Application of concepts of nursing process to farnil~es
in connnunity setting.
Focus is placed ~pon ~he family
Includes intervention directed
as a social system.
and health promotion utilizing
toward health education
community resources.
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Nursing 446 - Nursing IV - Community Health_ 6 SH
Emphasis is pl~ced upon the community as a social
~Y st em, cornm~n 7ty health problems and issues affecting th7 pro~ision of health care. An assessment of a
community will culminate in a health project.
Nursing 423 - Research Process in Nursing - 3 SH
An int~od~ction to basic research methodology.
Emphasis is ?lac 7 d on examination of research trends
and the.application of this process to the practice
of nursing.
Students will complete a proposal to
cond~c~ a small study related to nursing. Prerequisites:
Fundamentals of Statistics.

Nursing 403 3 SH

Issues and Change in Professional Nursing -

Issues in professional nursing will be explored. The
theory of change and its affect on health care delivery
will be exmphasizd. Prerequisites: all required
courses except Independent Study and a Special Topics.
Nursing 466 - Independent Study - 6 SH
Students will focus upon synthesizing previous knowledge as they dem::>nstnate ability to evaluate critically
contemporary health care.
Psychiatric 233 - Fundamentals of Statistics - 3 SH
Basic statistics in education and the behavior sciences.
Intensive study of frequency distribution, measures of
central tendency and dispersion and standard scores.
Sampling error theory, simple hypothesis testing,
correlation techniques, regression analysis are covered. The emphasis is on application and interpretation.
Nursing 485 - Special Topics - 6 SH
Students will focus upon principles of teaching-learning and the relationship of thes 7 pri~ciples in ~ffecting behavioral change. Opportunity will be provided
for students to develop strategies designed to improve
the quality of health care in selected areas.
Nursing 303, 334, and 444 - Nursing Electives - 12-15 SH
Based upon needs of students, nursing 7lectives will be
developed to include study ~f the nursing process as
implemented in various settings.
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XIX.

RESEARCH AND PROFESSIONAL WRITING

Goals
By design, research is an integral part of the College
of Nursing.

It is utilized by faculty to keep the content

of nursing education current and challenging to the student.
All students are required individually or in groups to
participate in research projects.

Research is presently

integrated in one of the senior level courses, however, it
will be taught as a separate course in the proposed curricu-

lum.
Administration
The Research Program in the College of Nursing is
coordinated through the Faculty-Student Research Committee.
The Research Committee promotes and assists faculty members
with individual and group research interests and projects
through the following activities:
1) •

Identifying and providing faculty ~ith information of funding sources relative to
research interests and projects.

2) •

Providing assistance to faculty in the preparation of proposals.

3) •

Planning workshops on research methodology
and proposal development.

4) •

lty and student participation
Encourage facu
in interdisciplinary research.
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Faculty members are active in the planning and development of the Houston-Galveston Interagency Research Council.
The Council membership is made up of professional nurses from
clinical agencies and educational institutions in the HoustonGalveston area.

The purpose of the Council is to promote

inter-institutional nursing research.

A College of Nursing

faculty member has recently been elected to the Chairmanship
of the Council's Budget committee.
Funding
The College of Nursing is piloting a Project in NonTraditional Baccalaureate education for R.N. students,
graduates and diploma and associate degree programs, who
wish to earn a Baccalaureate Degree in Nursing.

This

project is funded through SREB with Kellog Foundation
monies.
Publications
Professional writing is encouraged through proposal
writing, development of reports, and preparation of teachinglearning materials, i.e., course modules.

The Pilot Project

e Education for R.N.'s was
in Non-Traditional Bacca 1 aureat
.
ub ·ssion of a proposal written by
funded following the s mi
e of Nursing. Factors which will
faculty within the Colleg
letion of the program are being
predict successful Comp
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investigated.

On complet·ion o f t h e Pilot Study, a paper will

be developed for publication.
Self-paced learning modules and other student learning activities are developed by faculty members for all
course content in the curriculum.

Following implementation

and refinement of course modules, consideration will be
directed to publication by individual faculty members.
Impact on Effective Teaching/Learning
.All academic research and professional writing is
directed toward determining more effective methods of teaching and learning.
Though most of the above mentioned research studies
are in progress and presently inconclusive, preliminary
results of the research utilizing NLN scores on Advanced
Medical-Surgical and Maternal-Child examinations as predictive indicators of State Board Test Pool Examination Results,
found most students scoring in the 20th percentile or better
on NLN examinations are successful in writing the State
Board of Nurses' Examination.
As a result of this finding, subsequent teaching and
counseling strategies were incorporated to assist those
students scoring below the 20th percentile to score at that
percentile prior to their application to take the State Board
of Nurses' Examination.
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More effective teaching learning methodology developed
through research will ultimately produce more highly qualified
nurse practitioners as well as increase the retention rate of
those students with special learning inhibitors.
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XX.

PUBLIC SERVICE AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

Conferences, Workshops, and Institutes
Faculty members serve as consultants for conferences,
workshops and institutes on test writing and module development ment for Nursing Curricula.
Continuing Education
Plans for Continuing Education are being developed
along with the Non-Traditional Baccalaureate Curriculum.
The course developed as elective courses in the Non-Traditional Baccalaureate Curriculum will be offered for credit
and/or continuing education units.

These elective courses

are being developed to allow content to be present in either
one week (40 hours) concentrated workshop format of semester
length courses.
Consultant and Public service
Red Cross
Dr. Jewellean Mangaroo, the Dean of the College of
Nursing is a member of the Board for the Houston-Harris
County Chapter of the American Red Cross.
faculty members wark
health teaching.

W•;th

Four other

the Association in screening and
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Community Unified for Responsible Family Life
Education, A Non-profit Corporation
The purpose of this organization is to prevent teenage pregnancy through identification of services and programs for the teenage population, correlation of group
activities prom::>ting responsibile decision making among
teens and the development of curriculum designed to assist
families and teens in developing unified responsible family
life activities.

Anna Goble is a charter member of the

Board of Directors.
Health Systems Agency
The purpose of this organization is to develop a
health systems plan for the thirteen county Houston-Galveston
Area.

Ms. Anna Goble is a member of the Health Systems

committees for planning.
Conferences, workshops and Institutes
Faculty members of the College of Nursing serve in
capacity of consultants in professional and public service.
or. Jewellean Mangaroo-Dean of the College of Nursing
serves as
reate and
Nursing.

representative to the Board of Review for BaccalauHigher Degree Programs of the National League for
roo travels throughout
In this capacity or. Manga
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the United States and its territories for the purpose of
evaluating other Baccalaureate and Hi· gher De gree Programs
seeking accrediation from the National League for Nursing.
Dr. Mangaroo also serves as a member of the Health
Services Research Study Section of the Office of Health
Policy, Research, and Statistics, Public Health Service,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

As a member

of the Study Section, Dr. Managroo is responsible for
scientific review of applications for research grants and
provides input into the process whereby the Health Services
Research Study Committee makes its recommendations on grant
applications to the Director, National Center for Health
Services Research.
Dr. Mangaroo is also a participating member of the
southern Regional Education Board on Collegiate Education.
Ms. Billie Bell, Chairman, Medical-Surgical Nursing
is a member of the Board of Nurse Examiners for the State
of Texas and is currently serving in the capacity of
President of the Board.

Ms. Bell's appointment to the

Board of Nurse Examiners by the Governor of State of Texas
and her recent election to the presidency of the Board has
brought honor and unique distinction to the College of
Nursing.

Ms. Bell is the first Black woman to be appointed
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to the Board of Nurse Examiners for the state of Texas.
Her consequent election to the Presidency reflects her
in.d ividual contribution to the Board and her individual
contribution to the Board and her qualifications for the
position.

Ms. Bell also serves as consultant for workshops in
test writing and llK:>dule development for self-paced learning.

Ms. Dorothy Collins assists and advises students
from the College of Nursing in service activities with the
Red Cross.

The diagram on the next page is an example of

student activities leading to the students' receiving
pins in recognition of their hours of service.
Several faculty members work with the American
Heart Association.

Ms. Mary Lott is a member of the

Education Committee of the American Heart Association.
Ms. Billie Bell and Ms. Dorothy Collins assist and advise
nursing students participating in the American Heart association's Hypertensive screening clinics for the public.

Ms. Joann Blake serves as advisor to students from
the College of Nursing in the Texas Nursing Student Association.

Ms. Blake interest and encouragement in this

student activity has resulted in a number of Prairie View
A&M university Nursing students being elected to both
local and state offices in the organization.
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Diagram:

Names

Red Cross H.o urs Accumulated
Maternity Rotation

OB Clinic
Hrs.
Date

OB IV
Hrs.
Date

UD School
Hrs.

Date

Ambercrombie, C.

2

10/17

Allen, D.

2

10/12

Belesbore, C.

2

10/17

Foley, L.

2

10/20

Hamm:md, Patsy

2

10/20

Hatton,

2

10/20

2

10/12

Caldwell, V

D.
l~

9/15

l.0/20

4

10/6

10/12

3

9/15

10/20

4

10/6

10/12

Ma dison, P.

3

1/15

4

10/16

10/12

Ma tthews, P.

3

1/15

4

10/6

10/12

4

10/6

10/12

4

10/6

10/12

10/20

J ohnson,

Kemp,

Gloria

w.

Mcintosh,

v.

Mi'lls, G.

11:i

l.0/20

p erkins, V

ll:i

9/20

4

10/12

p ervis, J

11:i

9/22

2

10/W

Ru cker, B

11:i

9/22

2

10/20

s ims,

ll:i

9/22

2

.10/10

2

l.0/20

S

ll:i

9/22

2

10/10

2

l.0/20

watts, C.

11:i

9/22

2

l0/10

2

10/20

williams, E.

11:i

9/22

2

10/20

F.

Mo ore,

D.

T homas,
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Faculty members also render public service through
participation in the ~ollowing civic organizations.
1.

Chi Eta Phi Nursing Sorority

2.

Association for Cuban Americans

3.

Bunnyland Parent Teacher Association

4.

YWCA

5.

Parent Advisory Committee, Will Rogers Elementary
School

6.

Girl Scouts, Troop 637

7.

MacGregor Place Civic Club

8.

Links, Incorporated, Houston Chapter

9.

Spring Branch Parent Teacher Association

10.

Acres Horne Community Health Council

11.

Windsor Village Civic Club

12.

Sam Houston Area Council, Boy Scouts of America

13.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority

14.

Inwood Dad's Club

15.

Red Cross

16.

Briargate Civic Organization

17.

Black Junior High School Parent Teacher Association

18.

Waller Elementary PTA

19.

IMAGE - Improvement of Mexican American In
Government Employment

20.

4-H Club

21.

NOW - National Organization of Women

22.

.
women's Year Convention
Internationa 1
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23.

Coast Guard Auxiliary

24.

Arabia Temple Shrines - Ladies Auxiliary

25.

Spring Branch Cancer Crusade

The public service activities .listed are examples
only and far from comprehensive of the public service rendered by the College of Nursing faculty and student body.

The

College of Nursing is justly proud of the recognition accorded its faculty and students directly and the College of
Nursing indirectly through public service activities.
Students in the College of Nursing are also involved

in Public Service activities.

The chart (on following page)

of accumulated volunteer hours with the Red Cross is an
example of Student Involvement in Public Service.
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XXI.

FINANCE

Resources
The College of Nursing as a budgetary unit of Prairie
View A&M University receives financial appropriations from
the Texas State Legislature for teaching and operational
expenses.

The appropriations total $300,922 for the 1978-

1979 budget period.
The budget of the College, however, is based upon
income from three major sources:
1.

Appropriations from the State of Texas

2.

Federal grants and private gifts

3.

Student fees
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Funding Pattern
Based on the described
Nursin Ba t
h
resourceS, below is the College of
g u ge trough State Appropriated Funds 1973-1980:
325,000
300,000
275,000
250,000
225,000
/

200,000

/ ~

V

-........... , /

/

\,_

~

/

175,000

~ I/

/

/

150,000
125,000
100,000
75,000

.-

50,000
25,000

1974

/,

'

-'
'

,

------

-- - - -- - - ---

-

/

1,,- ...

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

Faculty Salaries
------Operating Expenses
Expenses

Total

Year

Faculty Salaries

1973-1974

$188,574

$74,220

$262,802

1974-1975

201,966

34,948

236,914

1975-1976

243,084

53,996

297,080

1976-1977

216,495

52,528

269,023

1977-1978

249,038

30,648

279,686

1978-1979

174,822

26,148

200,970

1979-1980

250,755

25,132

275,887
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Budget Procedures
The Dean of the College of Nursing is responsible for
the fiscal affairs of the College.

In accordance with the

Texas A&M University System fiscal regulations, the Dean prepares an annual budget for submission to the President.
A copy of the College's annual budget is ultimately
approved by the University, the President of the System, and
the Board of Directors is furnished the Dean.
ture of funds is clearly identified.

The expendi-

System forms are used

for preparation and explanation of budget recommendations.
The College has the freedom to spend educational funds within
the l i mitations of legality, policy, and availability of
funds.

Each voucher, payroll, and purchase order is numbered

and recorded in a ledger indicating the amount of the expenditure.
The Business Office works cooperatively with the
College of Nursing in providing monthly ledger statements of
receipts, disbursements, and the encumbrances, and balances.
Income Generation
During the academic year 1978-1979, the following
grants and contracts by private and federal agencies were
received for the College of Nursing:
1.

Thew. K. Kellogg Foundation in the.amount of
continuation of the proJec~
.
$40,425 for Learning
Experiences
for
High
Risk
"Developing
Students."
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2.

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Public Services, Division of Nursin~ Capitation
Grant in the amount of $18,971.

The University's Financial Aid Office administers the
loans and scholarships that are offered by the College of
Nursing as a result of the above named funds.

Students en-

rolled in the nursing program who apply for financial aid
must meet the requirements established by the Financial Aid
Office.

However, no student will be denied the opportunity

for higher education because of financial need.
Expenditures
State appropriations are made primarily for instruction, including faculty salaries, instructional administration, and departmental operating expenses.

Relatively

smaller sums are allocated to other categories, including
library books, organized research, building maintenance,
custodial services, and grounds maintenance.
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College of Nursing Budget from Federal and Private Funds
1973-1974 to 1979-1980
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000

\

\

150,000
100,000

\

\

--

50,000
73-74

74-75

Year
-

75-76

76-77

- -. ---

77-78

Funds

1973-74

$312,000

1974-75

123,000

1975-76

143,000

1976-77

110,199

1977-78

84,455

1978-79

111,546

1979-80

108,891

78-79

79-80
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XXII.

INTRA- AND INTER-INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION

Prairie View A&M University
The College of Nursing is committed to the belief that
the commonalities of the helping relationship in nursing is
best experienced in a variety of settings.

This belief is

implemented through cooperation with the university in
carrying out its philosophy and goals.
Faculty members from the College of Nursing serve as
members of many university wide committees organized to implement various programs at the university.
Texas A&M University System
Cooperation with the Texas A&M University System is on
an informal and formal basis.

Faculty members of both uni-

versities participate in research efforts, serve as consultants and guest speakers.
,

Baylor College of Medicine and Texas A&M University
established a consortium relationship in September 1972.
Prairie View A&M University College of Nursing is a participating member of the consortium.
Other Universities In-State
The faculty in the College of Nursing has a professional commitment to cooperate with other universities in
generating and disseminating knowledge.

Through such a

articipate in various programs
commitment, faculty me rnb ers P
and serve as consultants.
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Out-of-State Universities
The College of Nursing works closely with out-ofstate universities in providing curriculum schedules and
advice to students in those universities who desire to
transfer to our program due to the lack of a nursing
·
program
at their institution.
Public and Private Schools
The College of Nursing maintains a close relationship
with public and private schools through contact persons such
as counselors and school nurses for the recruitment of students.

In addition, various clinical experiences are pro-

vided for junior and senior nursing students at many of the
public schools in the Houston Independent School District.
Business, Industry and Government
The College of Nursing program cooperates with agencies from the business, industry and government areas whose
goals are to recruit qualified personnel for their respective
agencies.
An Annual career Day is sponsored in which students
have the opportunity to meet persons in the nursing field
who serve as excellent role models from various businesses
and agencies.

Learned persons from the nursing fields and

other areas which a student nurse must understand to provide
·nvited by the students to attend
optimum health care are l.
clinical conferences and serve as guest speakers. Students
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invite persons from religious groups such as Buddhism,
Judaism, Hinduism, Islam, and Black Muslims; and ethnic and
cultural groups such as Africans, East Indians, MexicanAmericans, Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino.
Other Inter-Institutional Relationships
The College of Nursing selects learning experiences
from a variety of community resources.

These resources in-

clude hospitals and health agencies which contribute to
accomplishing the purpose, objectives and philosophy of the
College of Nursing.
Both Primary and secondary facilities are utilized for
selecting laboratory experiences for students.

Primary agen-

cies include such facilities as general hospitals and official health agencies.

Primary agencies selected for labora-

tory experiences for students must meet the following
criteria:
a.

Be accredited by the appropriate accrediting
agency.

b.

Have an organized Nursing Department which
reflects standards for nursing service for
the American Nurses' Association and the
National League for Nursing.

c.

Have a written contract and oral agreement
with the College.

d.

Have an on-going in-service education program.

The secondary facilities are defined as institutions
with whom the College has non-contractual or verbal
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agreement.

These agencies include the school districts,
childcare and extended care faciliti· es.
Although the major function of these facilities is to
provide service other than di'rect h eat
1 h care, such facilities, to be selected for student learni'ng experiences,
·
must
be staffed with qualified personnel.
The Primary Agencies are listed below:
Ben Taub General Hospital
Jefferson Davis Hospital
Veterans Administration Hospital
Harris County Health Department
Texas Children's Hospital
Saint Luke's Episcopal Hospital
The faculty believes that the provision and maintenance of a high quality instructional program requires the
development, maintenance and utilization of the most capable
experts in clinical practice.

In order to benefit from the

expertise available, the Dean and faculty are committed to
the concept of joint appointments between select Health
Agencies, organizations, individuals and Prairie View A&M
University.

The joint appointments will allow the faculty

at the university to practice nursing as a staff member of
said agencies on a without compensation basis from the hospital.

Faculty will be provided the opportunity to maintain

and improve their professional skill with all the rights and
privileges of other employees.
Professionals from various health agencies will be
selected annually to hold joint appointment faculty positions.
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XXIII.

ACCREDITATION

State
The College of Nursing is accredited by the Board of
Nurse Examiners for the State of Texas.

The revised curric-

ulum of the College of Nursing was approved by the Board of
Nurse Examiners for the State of Texas in July, 1970. 5
Regional
The College of Nursing is accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Universities through the parent
university.
National
The College of Nursing is accredited by the National
League for Nursing.

This accreditation for a period of eight

years was received from the Council of Baccalaureate and
Higher Degree Programs, National League for Nursing, April 3,

1972.

SSelf Study, College of Nursing, 1973, p. iii.
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XXIV.

POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING

Promoting a positive image of Prairie View A&M
University and the College of Nursing is a primary objective
of the faculty.

The Dean and faculty members hold offices in

many professional organizations, conduct seminars and workshops, and serve as guest speakers both in and outside of the
State of Texas.

The Dean serves on National Accrediting

Board and Grant Review Boards.

One faculty member has served

as President of the Board of Nurse Examiners for the State of
Texas.

Every effort is made to exemplify Prairie View A&M

University in all settings.
Every effort is made to present the program and the
accomplishments of the College of Nursing whenever possible.
The alumni are active in promoting the College of Nursing in
various clinical and educational settings throughout the
country.

Multi-media coverage of as many events as possible

is provided.

The Dean and faculty participate in state and

federal hearings on health issues.
The College of Nursing is accredited by the Board of
Nurse Examiners for the State of Texas and the National
·
League o f Nursing.

The College will continue to maintain

appropriate accreditation.
Efforts are being made for increased research and
publications by faculty members as a part of our positive
image building.
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XXV.

PHILANTHROPIC DEVELOPMENT

The College of Nursing does not have a ·formal philanthropic program.

Grants from foundations are sought to help

supplement the annual budget.

Monies and gifts received are

used as follows:
1.

To develop and support remedial courses for
students from impoverished backgrounds.

2.

To purchase equipment for nursing laboratory.

3.

To supply scholarships for students.

4.

To purchase equipment (audio-visual) for the
Learning Research Center.

5.

To provide faculty travel and workshop expenses.

6.

To develop, implement and evaluate new programs.

7.

To assist with public relations and recruitment.

8.

To provide faculty development programs.

Efforts are underway to develop a more systematic
Philanthropic Development Program.

Various needs are being

identified and additional sources for financial assistance
will be sought in the future.
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The report of the Academic Affairs of the College of
Nursing is in agreement with the assumptions of the University for long range planning.

It is developed around the

purpose and proposed changes, the mission and the goals of
the University.
The administration is depicted according to position,
function, personnel, program and projections for expanded
services.

A description of the Nursing Program is provided

relative to planning, implementation, management and evaluation.

The position and function of faculty and staff in the

College of Nursing are identified.
Student enrollment, retention and graduation have been
quantified through the academic year 1979-1980 while enrollment has been projected through the academic year 1985.
Learning and Instruction Systems are described with
explanation relative to implementation, evaluation and learning resources.
Library resources are identified with projections for
utilization and increased printed and non-printed selections
including audio-visual media and the addition of computer
facilities.

GOALS

FOR THE

FUTURE

1981~1987
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GOALS FOR 1981-1987
In view of the goals proposed for the College of
Nursing from 1981-87 consideration must be given to multiple
impactors.

As the University and the College of Nursing

move forward to goal attainment, the changes identified in
the following pages are viewed as critical.
The faculty's aspiration for excellence in nursing,
commitment to a quality nursing program, and need to keep
abreast with trends and changes in the health care delivery
system, goals designed to enhance the nursing program will
be undertaken by the College of Nursing.

LEGAL AUTHORITY
Given the present status of the Land Grant State
supported University the major changes in Legal Authority
anticipated for the College of Nursing are those changes
necessary to expand the programs of the College of Nursing
to more fully support the purpose, ro le, scope and mission
of the University.

These Progr ams include the development

·
·
of a Graduate Program in
Nursing
a nd the expansion of programs in Public service and Continuing Education.
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Goals:
1.

To continue in the present role and scope.

2.

To expand its programs to support the
role and scope of the University.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
As one of twenty baccalaureate nursing programs in
the State of Texas, Prairie View A&M University College of
Nursing has produced a greater number of qualified minority
professional nurses since its development in 1918 than the
1
combined efforts of the remaining ninteen programs.
It is significant that the College of Nursing research
and document its role and achievement in the Upward Mobility
and entry of the Black population into the professional discipline of nursing.
Goals:
1.

To collect all available historical material from 1918 to the present.

2•

To establish a historical archive for the
College of Nursing.

3.

To publish the historical background of
the College.

4•

To collect on an annual basis significant
historical data.

Nursing Accredited
1 List of Professional Schools O f State
of Texas, 1977.
by the Board of Nurse Examiners for th e
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Social, Poli tic al, Economic Impactors
Issues of varying types and magnitude continue to
influence all aspects of society.

Although the degree to

which specific issues will impact the College of Nursing
during 1981-87 can not be clearly discerned at present,
it is possible to identify current trends that influence
operation of a viable program.

Changing patterns in adult

education, attitudes of public officers to~ard funding for
higher education and forced staff reduction due to economic
trends will continue to be of considerable impact to the
attainment of identified goals.

In addition, national

concerns relative to the availability and cost of sources
of energy, cost containment in the delivery of health care,
and relocation of the College of Nursing to a permanent
facility will require continuous assessment and planning
of students as well as the quality of the program.

In view

of these factors and the possible impact on the operation
of the College of Nursing, the following goals are to:
1.

2.

3.

To monitor existing factors impacting the
College of Nursing.
To evaluate the impact in relatio~ship
to maintenance of a visable, quality
program.
ine levels of effect
To identify an d determ
of impactors on goal attainment.
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PURPOSE AND ROLE, SCOPE AND MISSION
The purpose and role, scope and mission of the College
of Nursing are consistent with that of the University-including:

1) the seventeen purpose and role element; 2)

the scope--including the Baccalaureate Degree Program,
Upward Mobility, the land grant function, adult education,
continuing education, research, public service, open access
and the development of a graduate program in Nursing; and
3) the mission of the University which focuses upon the
individual, society, knowledge, leadership and quality.
The mission of the College of Nursing is viable and
will be continued.

Articulation of the mission statement

for the College of Nursing will provide for review and
revision of the present Baccalaureate Degree Program, the
development of a Graduate Program in Nursing, and expansion
of programs in Research, Public Service and Continuing
Education.
Goals:
1.

To review the purpose an~ role,_scope
and mission on a continuing basis to
determine:
1) relevance of programs
to changing health care nee~s and
delivery systems, 2) the clientele
that may best be_ served an~, 3) the
appropriateness of strategies to
achieve goals.
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2.

To expand.the College of Nursing programs ~o i~clude ~trat~gies for graduate
~ducation in nursing, increased emphasis
in research activities and increased
offerings in public service and continuing education.

ORGANIZATION

The following organizational chart reflects only the
proposed changes of the present organizational chart that
will be utilized in carrying out the Purpose and Role, Scope
and Mission.
Goal No. 1:

To annually review organization charts
and make necessary update changes.

Goal No. 2:

To operate the College of Nursing in
accordance with the organization
charts.

Goal No. 3:

To train the faculty and staff of the
College in use of charts to provide
more effective administration.
To be implemented:

1981-87
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CHART I
FUTURE PROJECTIONS
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Administration
The faculty of the College of Nursing acknowledge s
its professional obligation and ·responsibility in the areas
of teaching, research, creative and professional works, and
public service and continuing education.

Based on this

acknowledgement the faculty proposes additional admin istrative support during the 1981-87.
Research is the life breath of any science rela ted
discipline.

eglect of the research component assigns a

program to mediocrity.

Based on these beliefs the ne ed for

a Research Department has been identified to maintain and
increase the professional status of the College.

The Depart-

ment should be headed by an Associate Dean of Research,
Creative and Professional Works who will be responsib le to
the Dean of the College for planning, management, implementation, and evaluation of research creative and pro fe ss ional
works.

The Associate Dean will also be responsible f o r

establishing, maintaining, supporting and coordinatin g
research activities on an organizational le vel with t h e
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and the Associate Dean
for Public Service.

In addition, the Associate Dean for

Research, Creative and Professional Works will be r e s p o n -

s1' bl e for establishing and mai'ntaining channels of
University Department
communication and cooperation with t h e
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of Research and Special Projects and coordinati· ng

research

activities with University Research in such a manner as to
be most beneficial to the Uni.versi ty, the college and the

.oublic .
Service to the public is inherent in the discipline o f
nursing and carries with i t the responsibility for providing
continuing education to professional nurses that will enable
them to maintain and increase competency in the practice of
professional nursing.

The College of Nursing is also respon-

sible for providing education for heal th care to the public
and providing leadership in heal th care deli very through
promotion of self care.
Based on these concepts the College of Nursing proposes the need for the develop of a Public Service Department, headed by an Associate Dean of Public Service·

The

Associate Dean will be responsible to the Dean for planning '
management, implementation and evaluation of programs o f
continuing education for professional nurses
care through education is self care
for the public.

The Associate Dean

and health

and health promotio n
will be responsible for

establishing, maintaining, supporting
service activities such as Workshops'

and coordinating public
Institutes, and

'th the Assoc i ate Dean
Seminars on an organizational level wi
for Research ,
for Academic Affairs and the Associate Dean
.
. .
the Assoc iate
In addition,
Creative and Professional works·
.
.
.
for establish ing ,
Dean for Public Service will b e resp onsible
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maintaining and coordinating public service activities with
University public service activities in such a manner as to
be most beneficial to the University, the College and the
Public.

In an effort to facilitate administration of the

academic program, Research and Public Service and Continuing
Education the following goals have been established:
Goals:
1.

To organize administrative policies in a
college manual.

2.

To create an Associate Deanship to direct
a Department of Research, Creative and
Professional Works.

3.

To create and Associate Deanship to plan,
implement and direct Public Service and
Continuing Education Programs.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The College of Nursing has a commitment to full
implementation of the Management Systems established by the
Office of Management Services for the University.

Operative

systems include management by objective, budget and finance
and management information systems.
It is projected that new, more efficient management
systems will be required to handle future changes that will
bring new and unique demands upon the College of Nursing.
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The following goals will direct the alignment and
development of management systems during the next six
years.
Goals:
1.

To evaluate management practice on an
annual basis using the management systems
established by the Office of Management
Services.

2.

To incorporate computer technologies to
generate information for inventory and
budgetary control and statistical analysis of research data for planning and
allocating resources.

3.

To implement periodic reviews and evaluation of the effectiveness of the management systems operant in the College of
Nursing.

Academic Programs
The academic program of Baccalaureate Degree Nursing
is appropriate to the purpose and role, scope and mission of
the University and will be continued.
Due to continued increases in the cost of health care
delivery, and in support of the mission of the University the
faculty of the College of Nursing believes that Professional
Nurses will assume a greater share of the heal th care deli very
system through the expanded role.

Assumption of this role

require expanded role preparation beyond the Baccalaureate
level.
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The faculty proposes that the expanded role preparation be developed through graduate programs in two
disciplines of specialization for which there are no programs available in the Houston-Galveston area.

These

speciality areas are Gerontological Nursing and Nurse
Midwifery.
In addition to the Gerontological Nursing and Nurse
Midwifery Programs the faculty proposes to initiate planning in consortium with the Parent University and other
Universities in the Houston-Galveston area for Health Care
educational and Delivery Programs which will combine professional nursing with other health care and health educaton
needs of the public.
Goals:
1.

To develop strategies for implementing
Masters' Degree programs in:
(a)

Family Nursing with pediatric and
Midwifery specialization options

(b) Medical-Surgical Nursing with a gerontological specialization
2.

To develop programs for Public Service
and Continuing Education.
·

3.

To establish Committees with other colleges
within and outside the University Syst~m
for the purpose of planning, implementing
and achieving joint degree programs of
mutual benefit.

4•

To establish Bi-lingual programs for all
levels of the Nursing Program.
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FACULTY A D STAFF

The faculty and staff of the College of Nursing will
require expansion in the future to cope with increased enrol ment, programs, and new services.
In accordance with the University's philosophy, the
Col ege of

ursing faculty will be representative of multiple

ethnic groups and geographical locations with a wide variety
of experiences and educational backgrounds.
To provide for a more effective and efficient delivery
of required services and to accommodate the projected needs,
the College of

ursing proposes the following goals.

Goals:

1.

To increase the number of doctorally
prepared faculty from a ratio of 1:12
to a ratio of 1:2.

2.

To continue development of existing
faculty.

3.

To recruit outstanding faculty.

4 .

To maintain tenure track positions not to
exceed one half of the faculty.

5•

To increase support staff.

6.

. . te in. J'oint
appointment
To participa
.
.
with supporting institutions.

LIBRARY

'mity of the College of Nursing
With the future proxi
·brary re-evaluation of reto the Texas Medical Center L i
'
A center
·1·zation is necessary.
source development and u t i i
.
. 11 be developed.
.
effectiveness wi
for learning and teaching
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pose of the CLTE will be to design,

deve l o p#

or students, fa culty, administration, and

non- going s y stematic program for
zing , and effecting affective , cogn itive,

b

or 1

rning achieve ment programs for students

Pr irie view A&M Un iversity performance-based

wjll cover a ll phases of pre-service, in evelopment nee ds.

These phases a r e

h nee more effective teaching methods a nd

c rr c lum and learning materials developme nt

on; implementation procedures and comrnunica · on structure , planning, and preparationa l
resources and facilitators; counsel ing
on procedures and methods; students
styles ; and student motivation,
orial service s.

and the scope of the reference an
l book7 and peri odicals to includ~
exts in rel a t ed acad
.
emic areas.
r ase the hol dings to 10 000
to support the
·
'
n rs · ng educatio n a~edvised curriculum
research.
· ~ue maintain i n g recor
h story of the Coll
ds pertaining
c · ves section.
ege of Nursing
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4.

to develop displays portraying the development o£ the College of Nursing throughout
its sixty-two years of history.

5.

to duplicate the media collection in all
formats into a videocassette format to
facilitate use.

6•

to acquire 10 additional video-cassette
players to be used in the implementation
of the self-paced education concept .

7.

to develop a close-circuit television
system to .broadcase programs to instructional areas:
classrooms, laboratories,
and study rooms .

8.

to acquire five additional tape recorders
to be used in inter-personal communication
skills training, community projects, and
classroom use by faculty and students.

9•

to acquire a microflim reader/printe to
be used for the periodicals collection in
microfilm .

10.

to acquire back issues of basic nursing
periodicals in microfilm .

11.

to establish a television studio for the
production by faculty and students of
audio-visual aids for the classroom and/or
the community projects.

12.

to establish a darkroom for the development
of black and white pictures for use in
publications and instructional programs.

13.

14.

15.

to ac uire a photocopy machine to duplicate
materials needed by the faculty, students
and staff.
in the Houston
to continue participation Medical Center
Academy of Medicine/Texas
Jesse Jones Library.
computer as part of the
to incorporate a
CLTE.
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FACILITIES
The present facility of the Collge of Nursing
.
is
inadequate and does not a 11 ow for future growth and e.xpansion.

A 1979 State Legislature appropri' ati'on of 3.7 million

dolla rs has provided a permanent home for the College of
Nursing.
Goals:
1.

To provide first class instructional and
research facilities for the College of
Nursing.

2.

To occupy the newly acquired and renovated
Houston facility by 1982.

3.

To construct resident housing for students.

4.

To construct parking spaces for faculty /
staff at the new facility.

5.

To provide parking spaces for students.

STUDENT ENROLLMENT, RETENTION, GRADUATION
The Baccalaureate Degree Program in Nursin g wil l support
a student enrollment of three hundred and eighty-s even (3 87)
students, one hundred and fifty-five (155 ) stude nts enrolled
i n 200 level courses, one hundred and twenty- fo ur (124)
students in 300 level courses and one hundred and eight (108)
s tudents in 400 level courses .

This wil l provide a graduating

c l ass of one hundred (100) to one hundre d a nd six (106) each
academic year.
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The enrollment of one hundred and fifty-five (155)
students entering the Clinical Nursing Studies at the

200

course level each year will be selected from three district
student populations:
Generic:

Seventy-five (75) students will be
selected from the Pre-Clinical Nursing
Program on the central campus of the
parent University.

College Transfer:

Forty (40) students will be
selected from consortium programs in the Houston-Galveston
area. Consortium Programs will
be developed with Junior Colleges
with a prescribed schedule of
courses to meet the prerequisite
requirements with a 2.7 to 3.0
grade point average to qualify
for entry to the Upper Division.

Upward Mobility:

1. Associate Degree - thirty (30)
students will selected from
associate degree registered
nurses, either directly following
graduation from Junior Colleges
or from the population of
Associate Degree nurses who elect
to practice Nursing one (1) to ten
(10) years following completion
of the degree program.
2. Diploma - ten (10) students
will be selected from the population of diploma nurses either/or
in state or nationwide who have
selected to meet the pre-requisite
schedule in one of two tracts a )
attend other universities or_
colleges with counsel and guidance
from the College of Nursing
Admissions counselor, orb) attend
one of the Junior College consortium programs.
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FIGURE 3

.

p roJec t e d
Enrollment, 1987

IGradua tion
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54
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1987
Transfer Mobility
Assoc.
Degree
Diploma

This is a proposed configuration of the student
enrollment for the Baccalaureate Program.

The identified

quotas for each category are only suggestions and may be
restructure d to meet the needs of the identified populations.
FIGURE 4.

Baccalaureate Degree Program Student Enrollment,
Retention, and Attrition, 1987
Makeup of Student Population by Levels
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FIGURE S.

Student Enrollment, Reten~ion and Attrition
Makeup of Student Enrollment by
Entry Options
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Graduate Program Enrollment
The graduate program in nursing will grant the

Ma ster's Degree in Nursing following approximately one to
two years advanced study.

The program will be developed

aro und a core plan with two options:
Nursing and 2) Nurse Midwifery.

1) Gerontological

Each option will maintain
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an enrollment of ten (10) students for a combined graduate
enrollment of twenty (20) students at the 500 level and
twenty ( 2) at the 600 level.

Gra d uate Enrollment 1987
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Goals:
1.

To enroll undergraduate and graduate
students without regard to age, sex,
race, creed or national origin.

2.

To recruit a student enrollment from the
population of socially, culturally, and
economically deprived.

3.

To increase student retention and successful achievement at each level of the nursing program.

4.

To maintain a State Board success rate of
85%.
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Students: Operation Vanguard Goals th
Academic Year 1987
rough
The Recruitment Committee of the College of Nursing
along with the faculty and students wi·11 intensify
·
recruitment efforts during the period through 1987, to increase
student enro llment in the nursing program.
The Pre -Cl inical staff in Prairie View will concentrate in areas around Prairie View and the members in Houston
will contact, make appointments with, and visit with as many
school groups as possible to make them aware of opportunities
in nursing as a career and to choose Prairie View A&M University as the College of their choice.
The socio-economic and geographic origin of students
will remain varied:
vantaged .

out-of-state, foreign, minority, disad-

Most students enrolled are educationally, economi-

cal ly and culturally disadvantaged.
The recruitment efforts of the College of Nursing will
nd
be directed toward attracting economically, educationally a
ndcultural ly disadvantaged students who may not consider atte
th
ing an institution of higher education, while at
e same
attract gifted and multi-ethnic
time making every effort to
students not traditionally attracted to our College of
Nursing.
ruitment activities of the College
Therefore, the rec
students
geared toward recruiting these
of Nursing will be
.
f the nursing student body by
quality
o
and up-grading the
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attracting gifted and multi-ethnic students not traditionally
attracted to our College of Nursing.
Some of the activities to be undertaken b y the College
of Nursing faculty, staff and students to complement the
recruitment activities of the professional recruiters of the
Admission s Office include the following goals.
Goals:
1.

To provide faculty members and/or student
rep:esentatives to accompany recruiting
officers from university admissions.

2.

To provide brochures and other printed
materials for distribution by the University
recruiting offices.

3.

To provide faculty members and/or student
representatives to speak at high school
career day conferences and to health
careers clubs.

4.

To provide faculty members and students to
participate in annual university-wide
Career Carnivals for all area high schools.

5.

To provide faculty and students to participate in an Annual National Scholarship
Service and Fund for Negro Americans Career
Conference Day.

6.

To provide faculty to participate in organizations interested in recruiting students for
Prairie View A&M University, specifically for
the College of Nursing, or for nursing as a
career.

7.

To actively recruit prospective students in
their geographic area.

8.

To publish activities of the College o~ .
Nursing in local newspapers in the Prairie
View Houston area.

9.

To forward admission information to prospective students who make inquiry in person, by
telephone, or by correspondence.
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STUDENTS:

OPERATION SUCCESS

Operation Success will be continued with emphasis on
the student becoming more involved in his learning process
a nd accepting greater responsibility for his learning experiences.
Goals:

STUDENTS:

1.

To seek improved methods to determine a
student's academic potential.

2.

To improve the student achievement.

OPERATION CARE

The Operation Care Programs will be continued wi t h
incre ased emphasis on assisting the student in developing
a more positive self-concept and the identification of
pe rsonal value and self-worth.
Goals:

1.

To strive to achieve a retention rate o f
seventy-five percent (75 %) between f r e s h man and senior year.

2.

To identify factors which i n f luen c e s tudent
retention.

3.

To assist the student i n p ers on a l and professional development t h r o ugh opportunities
for optimal utilizat i on o f_their potenti~l,
and in using their p rofe ss iona~ preparation
as a basis from which t o contr ibute to
society.

4.

To develop a program o f individualized
guidance and counse l i ng for students .

5.

To maintain a state bo a r d pas s rate of
eighty percent ( 80 %) •
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STUDENT LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION
During the six-year period 1981-87, student learning
methods that have been successful in aiding goal attainment
i n the past and present will continue to be used.
Goals:

STUDENTS:

1.

To develop programs that will accommodate
the needs of adult learners.

2.

To develop learning facilities, course
materials, teaching methods and curricular
experiences that will facilitate alternate
learning styles and subsequent achievement
of career goals,

FOLLOW-UP

Student follow-up provides the basic data for curriculum development and revision and is considered an important
function of the College of Nursing.
Goal:
1.

To use resources and policies to develop and
publish a five year graduate follow-up.

CURRICULUM
In view of the social, political and economic forces
impacting the present program, ·curriculum revision to meet
demands of the learner and society is in progress.

Although

structural change in curriculum offerings will occur, few
substantive changes in specific content areas are anticipated.
Primarily, course offerings will be added to the undergraduate curriculum to insure that graduates of the program
are prepared to function more effectively as professional
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nurses in the delivery of primary, se con d ary and tertiary
health care services. In addition, upon completion of the
curriculum, graduates will meet entry requirements for graduate study .
The need for advanced placement and mechanisms for the
establishment of credit for previous education and experience
will require alteration in the present curriculum structure .
More specifically , health care personnel, such as Medical
Corpsmen, Vocational Nurses and Registered Nurse graduates
desirous of obtaining the baccalaureate degree in nursing
will continue to seek admission to the College of Nursing in
increasing numbers .

Such health care personnel should be

permitted the opportunity to demonstrate competency and to
receive credit for previous learning without undue penalty
and loss of time .

In keeping with this philosophy, curric-

ulum offerings, both traditional and non-traditional will be
planned with alternative options to meet the learning needs
of this heterogenous population.
Goals:
1.

2.
3.

• •
and imp_lementation
To complete the revision
of the curriculum.
of peer evaluation.
To institute a program
duate curricula within the
To offer a gra
_ 87 . curriculum offerfive-year span, 1 981
. d and implemented to
ings will b~ organ~!~dards for graduate .
meet established 5 .
t'f'ed by appropriate
nurse education a~ iden i i
accrediting agencies.
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RESEARCH

Academic research will continue to have high priority
within the College of Nursing.

Research will be the basis

for program planning, development, overall evaluation and
forecasting.

It is also seen as a source of financial

grants, scholarships and other funds.
Through vigorous research, the nursing faculty will be
able to structure better programs of study, develop more
effective course content, design new methods of teaching for
optimal student learning, implement overall program evaluation and publish studies and writings based on individual
interest.

Cognizant of these potentialities, the College of

Nursing has formulated the following plans for the years
1981-1987:

Goals:
1.

To implement a successful overall program
of research and professional writing in
the College of Nursing.

2.

To create a Department of Research, Creative
and Professional Writing which will be
directed by an Associate Dean.

3.

To study national recommendations, universi~y
policy and the goals of the College of Nursing
for research implications.

4.

To increase faculty production of research
publication and scholarly and creative works
to at least one per faculty member per year.

5.

To provide for and support rele~s~ ~ime for
faculty for these scholarly activities.

6.

To obtain access to a computer ~ith all
support hardware and software vital to
quality research.
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PUBLIC SERVICE AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
The College of Nursing will expand its offering in
the areas of public service and continuing education.

In

addition to the elective courses offered for credit or continuing education units, the faculty of the College of
Nursing proposes to survey the needs of the professional
nursing community to determine critical deficiencies in continuing education.

Once the deficiencies have been identi-

fied, planning for one to two short courses, seminars and/or
workshops per semester will be undertaken.

These offerings

will be scheduled regularly each semester.

The schedule of

topics or subjects will change as continuous assessments
indicate the need.
The increasing cost of health care is an issue of
national concern.

A greater percentage of the worker's wage

is required each year to provide the essential curative care
required by the individual and his or her family.

There is

also an increasing consumer dissatisfaction with the health
care he is receiving.

In addition to increased cost, the

complaints include the difficulty of getting to the physician's office, clinics and hospitals, the lack of information
aff, and failure to include the
provided b y t h e h ea 1th Care St
individual in decisions concerning his health.
The College of Nursing faculty has identified the need
for a Health Education Program for precentive self-care, a
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model for Delivery of Community Health Services and an
International Division of Nursing Education.
Goals:
l.

To develop a Health Education Program for
preventive self-care.

2.

To develop a model for delivery of community
health education and services.

3.

To develop a Speakers Bureau.

4.

To develop a consultant's roster of clinical
specialists.

5.

To establish a Bureau of Health Information
Services.

6.

To develop an International Division of
Nursing Education.

7.

To establish Bi-lingual Programs for all
levels of the Nursing Programs.

FINANCE
The College of Nursing foresees no major changes in
its financial affairs.

However, securing additional finan-

cial resources for future goal attainment is imminent.
Goals:
1.

To increase financial aid for nursing
students.

2.

To secure financial resources to support
student scholarships.

3.

To support financial assistance for research
and program development.

4.

To secure State and Federal budgetary appropriations to employ additional faculty and
support personnel.
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INTRA- AND INTER-INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION
Because of the nature of the nursing program, the
College of Nursing has always maintained informal and formal
cooperative relations with our parent institution and institutions from the public and private sector.
Goals:
1.

To strengthen these on-going relationships
by increased cooperation of mutual benefit
in the areas of research, professional
nursing practice and nursing education.

2.

To develop innovative relationships such
as joint appointments with a variety of
primary and secondary community agencies.

ACCREDITATION
The College of Nursing anticipates accreditation at
the present status.
Goals:
1.

To continue accreditation by the State Board
of Nurse Examiners.

2.

To Continue accreditation by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools through
the parent institution.

3.

To continue accreditation by the National
League for Nursing.

POSITIVE IMAGE BUILDING
·s be1.'ng made to present the program and
Every effort l.
ollege of Nursing to appropriate
the accomplishments Of the C
populations.
Goals:
1.

To continue the positive image commitment.
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2.

To promote student positive image.

3.

To secure positive image support from alumni.

4.

To establish positive image systems through
the general public.

PHILANTHROPIC DEVELOPMENT
The College of Nursing is in the process of developing
a systematic program for procurement of funds from philanthropic organizations in the Houston Area, the State and the
Nation.
Goals:
1.

To develop a list of philanthropic organizations interested in funding the health fields
and specifically nursing.

2.

To develop a group of proposals to be submitted to selected philanthropic organizations for funding.

3.

To develop a formal philanthropic program for
the College of Nursing.

4.

To raise at least $200,000 per year for
restricted and unrestricted needs in the
College of Nursing.

Prairie View A&M University - - A University with - - A Past - - - Present - - - and Future.
Nothing ever built arose to touch the skies unless
some man dreamed that it should, some man believed
that it could, and some man willed that it must.
- Charles F. Kettering

